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PREFACE 

This study belongs to one of the most complicated 

areas of Soviet foreign policy which was directly guided 

and dictated by the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. 

During the period of this research work, i.e., 1919-1928, 

the institution of Soviet foreign policy was hardly in 

making owing to which one could find no difference between 

the government and party. In this study we have tried to 

investigate the roots of Soviet policy towards anti-colonial 

movement in Asia with a special case o-!' Comnunist Int_erna-

tiona! and India. 

The study consists of five chapters which begins with 

a brief historical and ideological background that led tc 

the adoption of anti-colonial foundation as a pill3r of Soviet 

f.oreign policy immediately after the Bolsheviks same in power 

in October 1917. The same foundation took an ins~itutional 

shape 'through the Communist Internat.iona 1. when it. was established 

in IV':arcr: 1919., 

The seeond chapter deals with the Soviet strategy in 

the formation of Communist Internati.c-n;;l as its main .... was to 

play a dual role in an extremely l"lcstil'= international atmos-

pt~ere during that period. On one hand, the Soviets tried to 

i;--.teJlSifY the anti-colonial strugrles in the colonies, parti

Ct;l~r ly in the East and on the other, they got definite success 



in getting new communist parties established in all the 

Continents of the World. The formation of the Communist 

International also provided the Sovietsever-biggest means 

of bargaining with the hostile western powers. 

In Third chapter, we have discussed the role played 

ii 

by the Communist International in helping the anti-colonial 

m9vement in India between 1920 and 1924, as this period had 

marked the great beginning of "Non-cooperation" movement under 

the leadership of Gandhiji. This period also marked the 

emergence of different communist groups for the first time, 

particularly in Bombay, Calcutta, Madras 2.nd Lahore. Thouqh 

this period faced with the failure of the "Non-cooperation!! 

movement due to its withdrawal by Gandhiji after 'Chauri Chaurat 

incident, the emergence of communis~·provided a new turn to 

the anti-colonial movement in India. 

The Fourth chapter has been devoted to the formation 

of Communist Party of India and the policy of Communist 

International during 1925-28. As already mentioned, the 

emergence of communist and the formation of the CPI was a 

historical phenomenen in Indian politics. For the first time, 

an organised party under the direct guidance of Communist 

International put forward the slogan of complete independence 

and revolution after throwing out the British colonial rule 

in India. During this period, hectic activities of the 

Communist International strengthened its deep relations with 

Indian revolutionaries which but farreaching impact on the 



future politics in the country. The concluding year of this 

study, i.e., 1928 was the year of the penultimate Congress 

(Sixth) of the Comintern that became historical landmark 

particularly in the international communist movement. As 

iii 

it is remarkable fact that the ideological difference became 

so sharp in the Communist International that the leaders, 

Trotsky (USSR) and M.N. Roy of India, were expelled immediately 

after the sixth Congress of the Comintern. 

The last chapter has drawn the conclusion of this 

study which may always create academic interest among the 

scholars of this areae 

I owe a debt of gratitude to a number of my teachers, 

friends and well wi3hers. First 0f all, I would like to 

record my thanks to Dr. Tulsi Ram, my Supervisor without whose 

compassionate attitude and able quidance my research woxk 

would not have- been completed in time. He was a const~nt 

source of inspiration both academically and perscnallyc I 

wou~~ also like to exp~ess my gr~titu~e to Dr~ S.K~ Jha ioT 

the keen int.erFst he regularly .sLowed in rfly research VicJ:k~ 

""~ I am alsc ::tndebted to Dr., P.N .. Singh my senior cc.lJ.C?ague~ 

who has been a grPat source of •:>:~Gouragement and solace C!.l-

through the peric-,d oi rcy resear-r:h~ I henifited in many ways 

from his deep hu.rn~,n sympathy ans warm personal care... My ~_,t.her 

colleagues like r~h. H. Singh, ::J:rG i\.,S. Singh and Shri B.r'. Singh 

were instrumental in many ways to extend their help and cc,..,.,. 

operation. 
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I shall be failing in my duty if I do not thank my 

wife and childre~ whose contribution to my research work 
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was by,means negligible. They suffered the pangs of separation 

and endured it silently during my long absence from them. 

In the course my work I have consulted Central Library 

J .N. u. 1 Sapru House, Nehru Memorial Library, I express my 

thanks to the staff of all these libraries. 

Finally, I alone, am responsible fortthe views expressed 

and errors commit ted in this wol..-ko 
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HISTORICAL BAC~OUND OF SOVIET POLICY 
TOWAhDS ANTI-COLONIAL NIOVEMENT IN ASIA 



CHAPTER- I 

HISTORICAL BACKGROlH> OF SOVIET POLIC.Y 
TCMARDS ANTI-COLONIAL MOVEMENT IN ASIA 

I. Introduction 

1 

If we keep aside for a moment the era of Gorbachev's 

Perestroika after 1985, it will appear that the Soviet policies 

be it domestic or foreign, had been derived from the Lenin's 

ideological formulations in the past. These policies received 

dogmatic treatment during the early decades after October 

Revolution. During that period most of the Asian countries were 

reeling under the colonial domination, that is why, Lenin took 

special interest in Asian affairs and tried to help ideologically 

these people to fight against colonialism. He formulated that 

the national libration movement developed parallel to the growth 

of capitalism in these countries. This iS the reason why the 

revolutionary people of these countries had to adopt dual policy 

while fight:::·~against colonialism. On one hand the-i :1ad to 

fight against internation colonialism while on the otherf against 

domestic capitalism. In such a complex situation, it was not so 

easy to adopt a ready-made policy during the struggle for national 

liberation. That is why, the urgent need was felt to form 

Communist International in 1919 to solve all these compleK pro

blems. 
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At the outset of formation of the Comintern Soviet 

Russia was dangerously surrounded by hostile powers and sub

sequently engaged in fierce civil war which posed a potential 

threat to the basic existence of newly born revolutionary 

state. At the same time, Soviet Russia had already lost the 

diplomatic relations with almost all major powers of the world. 

Under these circumstances the Comintern was very wisely used 

by the Soviettto make urgent appeals to international proletari~ts 

in the East and West both to defend Soviet Russia and wage 

struggles for national liberation in the colonies throughout the 

world. 

As a result of the above appeals, thousands of revolution- . 

aries from all over the world, most of them had already been 

living in Russia, fought shoulder to shoulder with Red Army 

against domestic as well as foreign invaders. The struggle for 

Soviet Russia was coincided by promoting national liberation 

and communist movements, particularly in the East. In this 

process a Soviet scholar says that an outstanding role was played 

by the Communist International. It effectively contributed to 

the unification of communist elements in the oppressed countries, 

played an indispensable part in arming the emerging communist 

parties in the East with Marxist-Leninist theory and helped them 

to chart their strategy and tactics and policy of forming alliances 

with the non-proletarian anti-imperialist forces. 1 He has further 

1. R.A. Ulyano~sky (~d.), The Comintern and the East (Moscow, 1979), 
P. 5. 
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pointed out: •As the head of the Comintern's collectives 

leadership Lenin guided the organizations activities in the 

post-October period when the proletariat launched an assault 

on imperialist citadels in the West and there was a powerful 

upsurge of the struggle of the oppressed people against imperia

list domination throughout the colonial East.•2 In a different 

language, the comintern provided the instrumentalities through 

which Leninist foreign policy was sought to be projected. 

It was natural, therefore, that there should have been 

a distinct commonness between the objective of the comintern 

and those of the Soviet State. It would not be exaggeration to 

say that with the passage of time this commonness became all 

the more conspicuous when aims and objectives of the comintern 

were largely subordinated to those of the Soviet State. 

It is in this background the present chapter aims at 

analysing the historical and ideological background of Soviet 

policy towards anti-colonial movement. The genesis and develoP

ment of this policy which was pursued in a highly effective 

manner by the Soviet state and Comintern can be traced in an 

embryonic form in the writings of Marx and Enge.ls. Later from 

the early years of the present century we find Lenin coming 

back to this question again and again, each time expounding his 

theory in much clearer and sharper form. 

2. Ibid., P. 6. 



II. Soviet View of Anti-Colonial Moveaent in Asia 

Soviet policy against colonialism had emanated from 

Marxism-Leninism- It can be traced from the early writings of 

Marx and Engels on different Asian colonies during that period. 

Marx also wrote a series of articles on India in an American 

news paper, called New York Daily Tribune. Earlier in the 

'Manif~sto of the Communist Party' Marx and Engels wrote: Wfhe 

bourgeoisie has subjected the country to the rule of towns. It 

has created enormous cities, has greatly increased the urban 

population as compared with the rural and has thus rescued a 

considerable part of the population from the idiocy of rural 

life. Just as it has made the country dependent on the townsr 

so it has made barbarian and semi-barbarian countries dependent 

on the civilised ones, nations of peasants on nations of bourgeois, 

the East on the West ••• •3 

In an other writing Karl Marx said: "While the bourgeoisie 

of each nation still retained separate national interests, biy 

industry created a ~lass which in all nations has the same i.nterest 

and with which the nationality is already dead.•4 However~ some 

scholars think that the ideas of Karl Marx were not very clear 

3. K. Marx and F. Engels, Op Colonialism (Moscow, 1976), p. 14. 
4. Karl Marx, The German IdeolQgy (Moscow• 1964) P• a. 
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in understanding the colonial question. For example E.H. 

Carr has written that Marx gave little thought to colonial 

questions ••• The first international ignored them. The second 

international remained for a long time equally apathetic.5 

Even a famous Soviet scholar has pointed out that Karl Marx 

had not known imperialism. The historic merit of exposing its 

economic. social and political essence, and conditions and 

capabilities engendered by imperialism for revolutionary activity 

belonged to Lenin.6 The foregoing discussion makes it abundantly 

clear that Marx's ideas about national and colonial question 

were rather imprecise and of generalised nature. The focal point 

of his revolutionary strategy were the highly industrialised 

nations of Europe where. according to his formulation the sharp

ness of class division and class struggle would lead eventually 

to proletarian revolution. Clearly, for a socialist revolution 

Marx depended largely on industrially developed nations. The 

colonial world did not occupy a position of great significance 

in his scheme of things. This was =eflected even in the activities 

of the First International led by Marx. The national and colonial 

issue was not discussed separately at the Congress of the First 

5. E.H. Carr. ~shevik Reyolution 1917-23 (London~ 1971), Vol. 3• 
P• 232o 

6~ Reznikov, 
the Nat 
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International, it was recognised as an important aspect of 

the struggle of the international working class against the 

capitalist countries only at the next stage of this movement. 

The main reason for such an approach was that the world system 

of capitalist economy was still in the process of formation and 

therefore the international significance of national and colonial 

issue had not been fully studied by Marx and Engels.7 

Nevertheless, Marx's formulations, however imprecise they 

were, provided a seedbed of ideas for the successive generations 

of revolutionaries for chalking out their own respective strate

gies. Some of the basic ideas constituting the determining 

principles of national and colonial question to be taken up by 

the successive generation of revolutionaries, were related to 

the following: the specific feature of the Eastern society; the 

link between colonial expansion and the primary accumulation of 

capital; the contradictory and dual socio-historical role of 

foreign capitalist domination in the colonial world; the forms 

and methods of colonial exploitation; the inter-connection 

between the nation~! liberation movement in the colonies and 

the proletarian class struggle; the attitude of the working-class 

movement towards the national movements when it comes to regard 

the national problem as a national colonial one, etc.8 

7. F.B. Belelyubsky, "The International Working Class Movement and 
the Strug~le Against Colonialism Prior to the Formation of the 
Comintern , in R~Ulyanovsky, ed., n. 1, P• 39. 

So Ibid., PP• 32-33. 
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The most consistant among the successive generation of 

revolutionaries were V.I. Lenin and his revolutionary party 

of Bolsheviks who, after the Victory of October Revolution in 

1917, went further to establish the Third International (Comintern) 

through which they sought to put into practice their ideas abwt 

the anti-colonial movements. 

However, before going into the details of Lenin's ideas 

on colonialism and anti-colonial movement it would be quite 

relevant here to scrutini~e carefully the validity of such clmms 

made by a group of western scholars that Lenin's theoretical 

interest in the colonial question, which became manifest at the 

time of Second Comintern Congress in 1920, was the result of 

the disillusionment of Russian revolutionaries with the receding 

prospects of revolution in the westo It is claimed, for instance, 

that the defeat of revolution in Germany, the collapse of the 

Hungarian Soviet Republic, the liquidation of Soviet regimes in 

several countries which were formerly members of the Tzarist 

empire, such as Finland and the Baltic states, had resulted in 

the decline of revolutionary fervour throughout Europe, and 

discovering that the revolutionary prospects in the west were 

at low ebb, Lenin turned his attentio~ towards the East.9 

9. 
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Such an interpretation, although shcolarly it might 

appear, fails to acknowledge that Lenin's interest in the 

colonial countries of the East in the 1920s was not precipitated 

by the sudden collapse of revolutionary opportunities in the 

west, but was in direct continuation of his preoccupation with 

colonial problems for quite a long time. 

Analysing in detail about the colonial process, Lenin 

estimated that by 1876, the colonialists had occupied 51.5 per 

cen\ of all the territories of Asia, 100 per cent of Australia 

and 27.5 per cent of Central and South America while Africa 

was in the tragic period of partition.10 When London Congress 

of the International in 1896 adopted resolution recognizing the 

right of nations to self-determination, the Russian Socia 1 I£erno

cratic Labour Party was the first socialist party at its Second 

Congress in 1903, to introduce this slogan into its programme.11 

In the meantime~ the Russian hevolution of 1905 influenced 

all anti-colonial movements throughout Asia. Lenin had rightly 

called this revolution as "dress rehearsal" for the October 

Revolution of 1917. In his work, "The Right of Nations to self

determination•, Lenin wrote: "In Eastern Europe and Asia the 

period of bourgeois democratic revolutions did not begin until 1905. 

10o B.G. Gafurov and G.F. Kim, eds., Lenin and National 
Liberation in the East (Moscow~ 1978), P• 30. 

11. F.Bo Belelyubsky's article in, R.A. Ulyanovsky, ed., 
n. i , P• 58" 
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The revolutions in Russia, Persia, Turkey and China, the 

Balkans war - such is the chain of world events of our period 

in our'tlrient. • And only a blind man could fail to see in this 

chain of events the awakening of a whole series of bourgeois 

democratic national movements, which strive to creat nationally 

independent and rationally uniform state.12 According to another 

Russian source, the first Russian revolution aroused the peoples 

of the colonial and dependent countries: 1t exercised considerable 

influence on the Chinese revolutionary democrats headed by Sun 

Yat-sen. Its influence was also felt by the leaders of young 

Turks in the revolution of 1908 and the revolutionary upsurge 

in India (1905-8) and in Persia (1905-11} was also connected with 

the revolutionary movement of the masses of the people of Russia. 

Imperialism was experiencing a tangible shake up in its colonial 

system.13 At the stuttgart congress of Second International, 

commenting on the deliberations on the colonial question Lenin 

had severely castigated the unalloyed opportunism of Van Kal of 

Holland. His draft resolution to the effect that the stuttgart 

Congress did not in principle ~ppose colonial policy as such, 

for even under socialism colonial policy had a civilising role 

to play was defeated through the stubborn opposition of Lenin 

12. V.I. Lenin, yPllected Work§ (Moscow, 1969). Vol. 25, P• 406. 

13. A group of authors, History of the USSR (Moscow, 1977), 
Vol. I, P• 308. 
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and his Comrades.14 Lenin's contention was that the draft 

resolution was signifying blatant bourgeois chauvinism and it 

utterly disregarded the interest of colonial people.15 Later 

on, in an article •The Awakening of Asia• published in Pravda 

on May 7, 1913 Lenin said: •Following the 1905 movement in 

Russia, the democratic revolution spread to the whole of Asia -

to Trukey, Persia, China. Ferment is growing in British India.• 

A significant development is the spread of the revolutionary 

democratic movement to the Dutch East Indies, to Java and other 

Dutch colonies with a population of some forty million... World 

capitalism and the 1905 movement in Russia have finally aroused 

Asia.• 16 He further said: •The awakening of Asia and the begin

ning of the struggle for power by the advanced proletariat of 

Europe are a symbol of the new phase in world history that began 

early this century.• 17 With in two weeks after this publication 

Lenin again wrote in Pravda on May 18 1 1913 that every where in 

Asia a mighty democratic movement was growing, spreading and 

gaining strength •••• No force on earth can prevent its victory, 

which will liberate both the peoples of Europe and the people 

of Asia.18 

14o 

15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 

Helene Carrere d 1 Encausse and Stuart R. Schram, eds; ~rxism 
And Asia: An Introduction wijh Readings (London, 1969t, p. 129. 
V.le Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 13 1 pp. 75-77. 
V~Io Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 19, PP• 85-86. 
Ibid., P• 86. 
Ibid., PP• 99-100. 
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Similarly, it is in the same spirit that in 1916 in his 

critique of the thesis of Roza Luxemburg, Lenin severely criti

cised her for her failure to understand that in the age of un

bridled imperialism national wars waged by the colonies and semi 

colonies were not only probable but inevitable and that such 

battles for national liberation would ultimately take the form 

of national wars against imperialism.19 

Thus, much before the October Revolution Lenin's writings 

on the colonial problem pointed in quite elear terms some very 

significant methodological questions which emanated from his 

study of the nature and role of imperialism• To put it differently, 

imperialism was the aein focus of Lenin's theoretical formula

tions on colonialism and national liberation movements. 

Firstly Lenin's theory of imperialism was an attempt to 

explain the formidable fact the revolution had not yet occured 

in the most highly developed countries. Explained in simple 

terms the essence of his theory was as followss Instead of having 

developed internal contradictions to a point where Communist 

revolution must inevitably occure, capitalism had found a way 

out by expanding into the world in search for cheap raw malerials, 

a market for commodities and excess capital, and cheap labour 

which would be exploited. Such an expansion was possible primarily 

because of intense competition between monopolies eager to bring 

all the proces~es of manufacture under direct control and stop 

See V.I. Lentp, •The Junices Pamphet•, in Qbllected Works 
(Moscow, 1964), Vol. 22, PP• 308-12. 
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the falling rates of profits at home. ·Such a process of im

perialistic expansion produced super profits from the world 

dependencies which enabled the capitalists to bribe a part of 

the proletariat, thereby creating a bond between it and capitalism.20 

In short, imperialism was taken as an instrument of 

robbing the proletariat of its revolutionary character - it 

was through super profits that the bourgeoisie in the metropolitan 

countires had succeeded in averting the increase in the misery < 

of the masses which was an essential situation for the out-break 

of revolution. However, _a· s Lenin argued, this did not remove 

the irreconcilable contradiction in a capitalist society. Besides 

some of these contradictions obstinately existing in a capitalist 

society many of them were transformed on the international level 

expressing themselves in two forms - (a) Contradictions between 

the imperialist Powers and (b) Contradictions between the imperialist 

powers and the colonial world. These questions were specially 

debated in the Comintern Congress and attempts were made to put 

them in to practice. So far as, the concret so..,iet policy 

towards Asia is concerned, it began to take proper shape just 

the next day after the October Revolution, when Lenin announced 

the famous "Decree on Peace• on November a, 1917 in which he 

20. 
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said: •The workers and peasants• government created by the 

revolution of November 6-7 and backed by the Soviet of Workers, 

soldiers and peasants• deputies calls upon all the belligerent 

peoples and their governments to start immediate negotiations 

for a just and democratic peace. •21 

He further stated: -The government considers that it 

would be the greatest of crime against humanity to continue this 

< war for the purpose of dividing up among the strong and rich 

nations, the feeble nat1onalities seized by them and solmonly 

declares its determination to sign immediately conditions indi

cated, which are equally just for all peoples with~out exception ••• 

The government abolishes secret diplomacy and for its part, 

expresses it firm determination to conduct all negotiations quite 

openly before the whole p~ople. It will immediately proceed to 

the full publication of the secret treaties ratified or concluded 

by the government of landlords and capitalists during the period 

March to November 7• 1917.•22 

On the basis of the above declaration, Soviet government 

abrogated all secret treaties conch\ded by Tsarist government 

and paid special attention to Asia countries. Lenin's abrogation 

of secret treaties between Tsar and the British partitioning Iran 

and Afghanistan under their sphere of influence, created most 

2lo V.I. Lenin, Selecled Works, (London, 1946), Vol. 6, p. 401. 

22. Ibid. 1 Po 402. 



favourable atmosphere for the implementation of Soviet policy 

against colonialism in Asia. 

Lenin thus was able to establish both the theoretical 

and strategical links between (a) the colonial and national 

questions through the advocacy of a common policy for them; 

and (b) the united proletarian struggle in the capitalist 

countries and national liberation movements in the colonies. 

He, in no circumstances, was prepared to consider the colonial 

question and the prospect of proletatian revolution in the west 

and the final victory of sociolism over capitalism as entities 

separate from one another. He saw a dialectical relationship 

between the national democratic struggles and the socialist 

revolution. He showed that the popular masses, the proletariat, 

peasantry and pelty bourgeoisie, of the appressed nation were1he 

allies of the conscious proletariat of metropolitan countries. 

Lenin wrote that the world social revolution would occure only 

"in the form of an epoch of proletarian civil war against the 

bourgeoisie in advanced countries combined with a whole series 

of democratic and revolutionary movements including movements 

for national liberation in the undeveloped backward and cppressed 

nations.•23 Thus, for a final victory of socialism over capitalism, 

Lenin laid equal emphasis on the success of socialist revolution 

in the west, and on the imperative need of national liberation 

in the colonies. 

23. of 
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It is quite clear from the forgoing analysis that the ele

ments of theory and strategy intermingled with each other quite 

admirably in Lenin's formulations on the colonial question. In 

any case fundamental purpose was never lost sight of. That is 

to say it was aimed, firstly. to resurrect the 

proletarian movement in capitalist countries from the reformist 

quagmire and galvanise it for a new series of militant action 

to sap thefoundation of capitalism. Secondly, it also aimed at 

forging an inseparable link between the western proletariat and 

colonised peoples of the east. For this reason the national 

oppression and colonial exploitation were not distinguished from 

one another. These two divergent courses were drawn into a 

common objective - the ultimate victory of socialism and prole

tarian internationalism. 

It is this theoreatical position, enunciated by Lenin 

which subsequently became the guiding principles of Soviet foreign 

policy and the revolutionary activities of the comintern after 

October Revolution. 
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CHAPTER - II 

ANTI-COJ..OtiAL SOVIET STRATEGY AND 
THE F<JUMTIQI OF THE CX:Mi\.tUST 

INTERNATICNAL• 1919 

·i ~~ 
...;.U 

Anti-colonialism was the backbone of Soviet foreign 

policy that had emanated in an extremely hostile atmosphere 

immediately after the Bolsheviks came in power in October 

19r7. It was the period of isolation for Soviet Russia in 

which it had to survive. Most parts of the Asian and African 

territories had been grabbed by the European colonia 1 rna sters, 

who at the same time were the real enemy of the newly born 

Soviet state in Russia. Under these circumstance Bolsheviks 

sought their friendship with the colonial people, specially 

in the East. Through the call of national self determination 

and freedom for the oppressed people of the world, the Bol

sheviks had a definitep1an to kill two birds in one stone. 

Firstly, they wanted to foment revolution in the colonies after 

ending the domination of the colonial powers and Secondly, 

to weeken their economic as well as the military position 

throughout the world. This is how, the anti-colonial policy 

came into being. It was a miraculous understandir.g of Lenin 

who got this policy flourished and world wide most discussed 

topic through the formation of the Communist International 

(Comintern) or Third International in March 1919. Thus, the 

anti-colonial policy of a single isolated state became the 
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voice of millions of people throoughout the world. In this 

regard Comintern was a miracle for Soviet Russia. 

The formation of Comintern was not a sudden phenomenon. 

It had its root in pre-October Revolution world war I period, 

· when the Social Democrats of Europe belonging to Second Inter

national sided with their domestic imperialist rulers• in 

their war efforts for the world domination. That is why, 

Lenin called these people social chauvinist or social imperi

alist. Lenin wrote: "Every one knows that on the question of 

the attitude to be adopted towards the war the socialists all 

over the world in all countires, belligerent as well as neutral 

split into two large main divisions. Some took the side of 

their governments of their bourgeoisie. These we call social 

chauvinists, i.e., so~ialists in words and chauvinists in deeds. 

A chauvinist is one who conceals the defence of the predatory 

interests of "his own" ruling classes with the concept "defence 

of the fatherland.•1 

In the beginning the war created a lot of confusions 

among the workers, so they supported it, however, 

they gradually came to a clear revolutionary understanding of 

the events. Therefore, the anti-war movement among the workers 

was a striking manifestation of this profound left ward shift 

of the masses. It took shape ideologically and organizationally 

1. V.I. Lenin, Selected Worxs (London, 1946), Vol. 10, 
P• 14. 
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in the automn of 1915 at the Intern9tional Socialist Conference 

at Zimmerwald (Switzerland) and became known as Zimmerwald 

movement. 2 In fact, the Zimmerwald movement became the real 

ground for the emergence of the Communist International, 

The Zimmerwald conference was held from September 5 to 

8, 1915 in which 37 delegat~s from Germany, France, Italy, 

Russia, Poland, Latvia, Bulgaria, Romania, Switzer land, Nether

land, Norway and Sweden took part. Politically the conference 

was heterogenous, only 8 delegates from 7 countries took revo

lutionary internationlist stand. These delegates formed the 

Left Zimmerwald group. This group took shape ideologically 

when it moved its own draft resolution and manifesto and then 

organisationally If when it elected its Bureau headed by Lenil"le 3 

There were two other members of the Bureau-Zinoviev of Russia 

and Karl Redek of Poland. 

The other 29 delegates formed the right-wing of the 

Conference, known as Zimmerwald majority. The main issue 

on the Zimmerwald agenda was the question of the proletariat's 

action for peace. The Zimmerwald Left pointed out in their 

documents that the only to put an end to the imperialist war 

by openly calling and leading the masses of the workers to a 

revolutionary struggle against the capitalist governments to 

win political power for the purpose of a socialist organisation 

2. 

3. 

A.I. Sobolev and others! Outline History of the ComMunist 
International (Moscow, 971)• PP• 28-29. 
Ibid., P• 29o 
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of society.4 

The Zimmerwald Conference, by a majority of 19 to 12, 

rejected the principled resolution proposed by the left and 

declared for a manifesto which faile-d to concretise the tasks 

and method of struggle. Weighing the importance of the 

Zimmerwald decisions for the leftwing of International Social 

Democracy, Lenin wrote that the Conference was the first step 

to the Third International.5 

The new International was an urgent need in order to 

revive the international revolutionary solidarity of the 

national contingents of the working class, divided by the war 

and the fit of jingoism and chauvinism, and in order to co

ordinate the efforts of those involved in the sponteneous 

revolutionary upsurge that was sweeping many countries in various 

degrees. The Communist International had to help in forming 

and consolidating still weak communist parties and other left 

revolutionary groups and organisations. It had also to pro

vide the conditions for collective working out of revolution-

ary strategy and tactics.6 In those days Lenin drafted a 

concrete plan to arrange and International Socialist Conference 

to found a Third International. In a note the G.V. Chicherin, 

he twice underscored that it must be convened "urgently", 

4. Ibid. -
Ibid., P• 30 (Quoted from original sources). 
v.v. Zagladin, ed., The International Working Class Move
ment (Moscow, 1984 , Vol. 4, P• 264. 
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"very soon• •• a. Lenin considered that the Third International 

should not only include the communist parties already founded 

but from the start should also incorporate those parties and 

groups that were drawing near to Bolshevism, including exist

ing groups within social domocratic parties.7 At the same 

time, while delineating this circle, he suggested inviting to 

the constituent Congress those who resolutely stood for the 

break with the social-patriots who were for a socialist revo

lution and for the dictatorship of the proletariat ••• who were 

in principle for "Soviet power• and against limitation of 

bourgeois parliamentarism, against subordination to it and who 

recognised the fact that the Soviet type of Government was 

higher and closer to socialismo8 

Following the above theoretical framework in January 

1918 the first international meeting for the preparation of 

the Communist International was held in Petrograd, which was 

attended by the Bolsheviks, Left Socialist-revolutionaries ~ d 

the left social democrats of Sweden, Norway, Britain, USA, 

Poland, Romania and Czechoslovakia etc. According to Pravda 

of January 30, 1918, the meeting decided to call a conference 

of the left on the following conditions: 

1. Consent of parties and organisations to engage in revolution

ary struggle against their governments for an immediate peace; 

2. Support of the October Revolution and Soviet Government. This 

7o Ibid., P• 265. 
So ·Lenin's letter to'G.V. Chicherin, quoted in Ibid. 
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decision was circulated to Left parties and groups which 

became the backbone of uniting the internationalist forces 

of different countries in:to Communist Internation~ At 

that time the main task was to unite the Communist movement 

organisationally due to the European Social democrats' chau

vinist position, who had begun to build up a "reformist inter

national organisation in a bid to reestablish the Second Inter

national. Following this development, the Russian Communist 

Party (Bolshevik) made an urgent appeal to the Communists of 

other countries to get united in the Third International. 9 

Moscow hosted another international meeting in January 19~,.-:, 
... ... 

which unamiously adoptee Lenin's proposal for convening ~·n~'=':' 

ina ugura 1 Congress to found the Communist Interna tiona 1 ·~em 
........ ' 

in future. So, an appeal signed by eight parties, was published 

in Pravda on January 24, 1919 which had formulated the ideo

logical and political platform for the proposed International.10 

The signatories on the appeal were Communist Party of Soviet 

Russia, Poland, Hungary~ Austria, Latvia, Finland and the re

presentatives of Balkan Revolutionary Socialist Federation and 

the American Socialist Labour Partyo Subsequently the meeting 

appealed to 39 parties groups and organisations to discuss the 

proposal of forming the Communist International and take part 

in the founding Congress. 

Thus, a preliminary meeting held on March 1, 1919 under 

the chairmanship of Lenin discussed the 3genda of the forthcoming 

9. A.t. Sobolev, n. 2, P• 50. 
.10. Abid., also see, v.v. Zagladin, n. 6, P• 226, 
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Congress, however, due to the opposition of Hugo Eberlein of 

German Communist Party, the question of constituting Communist 

International could not be decided. Eberlain had got mandate 

from his party to oppose the immediate formation the Comintern, 

as a result of which it was decided to go directly in the 

session of international communist conference which was held 

in Kremlin on .March 2,. 1919. 

The Ihternational Communist Conference was inaugurated 
~ 

in the evening of March 2, 1919 at Kremlin presided over by 

a three member committee consisted of Lenin, Hugo EbeL~ein 

(Germany) and Platten of Sweden. Conference was attended by 

52 delegates from 35 organisations of 21 countries of Europe, 

America and Asia. Out of these org~-:~nisations, 19 had vcting 

rights while 16 were without this rights. The delegates re

presented the Communist and Left socialist parties and groups 

of Austria, Bulgaria, Czec~oslovakia, Finland, France, Germany, 

Great Britain, Hungary, the Netherland, Norway, Poland, Romania, 

Serb-Croat-Slovene Kingdom, Soviet Russia, Sweden, Switzernland, 

and the USA. There were separate delegation from Ukraine, Latvia, 

Lithuania, Bylorussia, Estonia, Armenia, the Volga Region 

Germans, Turkestan, Georgia and Azerbaijan. The rPpresentatives 

of Iran, China, Korea and Turkey also attended the conference.11 

The International Conference was declared open by Lenin and 

his first act was to appeal the delegates to rise in honour of 

-llo· A.I. Sobolev, n. 2, P• 51. 
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the memory of the best representatives of the Third Inter

national. Karl Liebknecht and Roza Luxemburg. After pay

ing homage to them, Lenin said: "The bourgeoisie is mad with 

fear in face of the growing movement of the proletariat. 

This will become understandable if we take into consideration 

the fact that the progress of events since the imperialist 

war is inevitably facilitating the revolutionary movement of 

the proletariat that the International world revolution is 

beginning and gaining strength in all countries.•12 After'two 

days of hectic discussions on different issues including 

whether Cormnunist International should be established or not, 

ultimately the International Communist Conference decided in 

favour of establishing the Comintern. When this issue was 

placed before the Conference, all the delegates voted in favour 

except Hugo Eberlein of German Communist Party who abstained. 

The resolution related to the foundation of the Comintern 

stated: "All parties, organisations and groups retain the 

right of declaring their adhesion to the Third International 

with in a space of eight months.n13 After the voting, Hugo 

Eberlein assured the Conference that after returning back to 

Germany he would do every thing in pursuading his party to 

join the Comintern. It is a fact that the Communist Party of 

Germany was one of the first parties to join the Cominterno 

12. V.I. Lenin& n. 2, p. 26. 
13. The Communist International, No I, 1919, p. 68, Quoted 

in Ibid., P• 57. 
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Thus, the International Communist Conference was 

converted in=to the first Congress of Communist International 

on W~rch 4, which ended on March 6, 1919. This is how, the 

Communist International came in to existence en March 4, 1919. 

The Congress indorsed the famous "Manifesto of the Communist 

International to the workers of the World• and''the'Appeal to 

the Workers and Soldiers of All Countries." The Congress 

appointed G. Zinoviev as first Chairman of the Communist Inter

national along with Angelica Balabanova and J. Berzin as 

secretaries. 

In his concluding speech Lenin declared: "Let the bour

geoisie of the whole world continue to rage, let it deport, 

imprison and even Kill the Spartacists and Bolsheviks - this 

will help it no longer. It will merely serve to enlighten 

the masses, to liberate them from the old bourgeois-democratic 

prejudices and to harden them in the struggle. The victory 

of proletarian revolution all over the world is assured. The 

foundation of the international Soviet Republic is impending."14 

Writing about the Third International's (Communist International) 

place in history on April 15, 1919 Lenin said: "The First 

International (1864-72) laid the foundation of the proletarian 

international struggle for socialism. The Second International 

(1889-1914) marked the epoch in which the ground was prepared 

for a broad, mass, widespread movement in a number of countries. 

The Third International gathered the fruits of the work of the 

14. v.1. Lenin, n. 1, P• 28. 
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Second International purged it of its opportunist, social

chauvist bourgeois and petty-bourgeois dross and has begun to 

effect the dectatorship of proletariat."15 

Thus, after the formation of Communist International, 

the World Communist movement as well as anti-colonial national 

liberation movements got a new life and began to emerge every 

where in the world. Many new Communist Parties were also set 

up within a year before the Second Congress of Comintern was 

convened in 1920. The Comintern created a wave specially in 

the colonies of the East. 

To sum up, Lenin was motivated into action towards 

the formation of Comintern for the following specific long 

as well as short-term reasons. Firstly, with the war being 

over the Second International of social democratic parties 

was being reconstituted. A conference had been held from 

3 to 10 February 1919. Lenin surely would have liked to take 

some prestige away from the Social Democrats while at the 

same time demonstrating that communist internationalism was 

able tc found its own organization. If he did not, the communist 

movement would look to the world as if it were disintigrating. 

The motion passed on 4 March that instituted the Comintern 

included the admission; 

If the Conference convoked in Moscow wer~ not to create the 

Third International, it might give the impression that the 

communist parties were in disagreement among themselves. This 

15. Ibid., P• 31. 
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would bring discredit upon our position and increase the 

confusion among those elements of the proletariat that are 

vacillating in all countries.16 

Interstingly, the Russian Communist Party, teo, had been 

invited to attend the aforesaid SociaL-Democratic Conference. 

On 24 December 1918, in reply to their invitation, the 

Central Committee of the Bolshevik Party, sent a telegram, 

published the next day in Pravda, calling upon all the revo

lutionary and internaticnalist elements in the European 

Socialist movement to boycott this "conference of enemiesof 

the working class disguised as Socialists", pointing out that 

"the Third International. in charge of the world revolution, 

already exists.• In such a situation Lenin was left with 

no a 1 ternative but to immediately proceed to set up the Comint.erne 

Indeed he would not sit calmly by and do nothing while his 

revolutionary International which he had been the first to 

advocate back in 1914 and which he considered to have been in 

existence since the revolution in Russia, was outshined by 

the Second International, that "Corpse" he had so often pro

clai~ed dead since 1914 and whose leaders, in his eyes, were 

pack of traitors. 17 

Secondly, the troubled international situation of those 

times and the Soviet distrust of the League of Nations were 

17. 
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the immediate factors behind the formation of Comintern. 

The "Appeal for the formation of Communist International• 

declared that it was in response to the "capitalist alliance 

under the banners of the League of Nations• which "will 

strangle this revolution•, that it became necessary to con

vene the Communist International to further the revolution 

and promote alliance between the revolutionary proletariat 

and the country which had carried out a socialist revolution. 

The objective of the Comintern was, thus, clearly recognised 

to be revolutionary and safeguard the socialist revolution 

which in this case meant safeguarding first of all the Soviet 

State. 

Thirdly, the success of October Revolution and the 

Bolshevik ideology had given a tremendous boost to the aspira

tions of the toiling and exploited people in Europe as well 

as Asia. The Bolsheviks sincerely believed that they were 

working for the World revolution and regarded their own revo

lution as part of it. At the same time they would not like 

to forego the benifit from the belief spread Worldwide among 

socialist organisations, according to which the Soviet Russia 

seemed to rea lise their aspirationso Moreover, since the 

Bolsheviks were desperately searching for outside support they 

could not have missed the opportunities that this belief offered 

them. They hoped to set up a centralised net work of communist 

parties capable of what Lenin wrote "subordinating the interest 

of the movement within each country to the common interests 
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of the revolution on an international scale.•18 The other 

parties of the Comintern would be subordinated to Russia's , 

as Lenin explicitly put it• 

Leadership in the revolutionary proletarian International 

has passed for a time- for a short time, it goes without 

saying - to the Russians, just as at various pericds of the 

nineteenth century it was in the hands of the British, then 

of the French, then of the Germans. 19 

Thus as the newly founded International stood, there could be 

no doubt as to its leadership. Compared to the small groups 

which had joined them, the Russians were like giants to dwarfs. 

Moscow became the seat of the International, and Grigori 

Zinoviev was made its Chairman. 

Fourthly, there was a stror.g section among the Bolsheviks 

still planning revolution on a global scale, which was thought 

to be the key to enable Russia to overcome her politicctl iso

lation and make an economic recovery. Occasionally some of 

them indulged in wildest dreamso The hussians, as they wer~ 

largely cut off from the rest of the world saw events as they 

wanted to see them, and as the rLvolutionary atmosphere of 

their own country suggested to be. Trotsky, in the Gazetteof 

his armoured train, wrote an article in which he claimed to 

see the Red Army, after defeating the whites, conquer Europe 

and attack America. And zinoviev in number I of The Communist 

International, prophesied that within a year not only would 

18. Piero Melograni, no 16, P• 57 (Quoted)o 
19. V.I. Lenin, Collected Works (Moscow, 1964), Vol. 29, p. 227. 
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all Europe be a Soviet Republic, but would already he 

forgetting that there had ever been a fight f~r it. 20 For 

such revolutionaries the Comintern signified a different 

meaning. The existence of Comintern would give these Bolsheviks 

the feeling that something was moving in the right direction. 

Fifthly, it was clearly seen by Lenin that the Comintern 

would serve him very well in persuing his objectives in inter

national politics. The policy of "coexistence" which he advo

cated with the West did not imply any kind of immediate "ideo

logical disarmament.• In various messages sent to the Allies, 

Chicherin and Litvinov promised to stop revolutionary propaganda 

only after a peace settlement had been signed. Until peac~ 

was concluded, the fact that the Third International existed 

strengthened the Bolsheviks' diplomatic position. 

Finally, it was the vast colonised world of Asia and 

Africa which was the focus of the Russian revolutionary atten-

tion. The "weakest link of imperialism" was lying in Asia. 

For the final defeat of imperialism the liberation of colonies 

was essential. Hence an alliance had to be forged between 

the revolutionarytRussia, the Western proletarian movement 

and national liberation movement in the colonies. 

This was one of the strongest considerations in the 

formation of Comintern through whose instrumentalities toese 

various revolutionory trends would be coordinated and guided. 

20. Brank Lazi tch and M.M •. Drachkovi tch, n. 17,- p. 165. 
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Hence the colonial dimension of the Comintern's policy 

becomes an important subject of enquiry. 

Thus the foundational Congress of the Third Interna

tional laid the seed bed of the policy persued by it subs

equently towards colonialism and national liberation movement. 

The most significant in this respect was the Second Comintern 

Congress well known in history for its debate on the colonial 

question and fo~mulation of concrete strategy towards that 

we shall take it up in the next chaptero 
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Every political development in Russia had always 

influenced Indian freedom struggle in the past, but the 

post-October Revolutionary events proved to be of farreach

ing results in the revolutionary history of India. The 

formation of Communist International (1919) was the biggest 

among all such events which had direct impact on India and 

her revolutionary people. It is a historical fact that 

after the formation of Comintern the seeds of communism began 

to emerge quickly throughout the country. At the same time, 

the October Revolution had greatly influenced almost all the 

top leaders of Indian freedom struggle during that periode 

From Jawaharlal Nehru to Rabindra Nath Tagore, everyone 

recognized and greeted the victory of October Revolution. As 

Nehru wrote: "Like every other great upheaval it (Russian 

Revolution) had its causes deep down in history and in the 

misery of generations of human beings.•1 

Famous historian Bipan Chandra writess "A major impetus 

to the national movement was given by the impact of Russian 

Revolution. On 7 November 1917, the Bolshevik (Communist) 

Jawaharlal Nehru ·L~n1n", in Anand Gupta, Lenin in India 
(New Delhi, 19801. P• 105. 
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Party led by Lenin, overthrew the Czarist regime in Russia 

and declared the formation of the first socialist state, 

the Soviet Union, in the history of the World. The new Soviet 

regime electrified the colonial world by unilaterally re

nouncing its imperialist rights in China and other parts of 

Asia, by granting the right of self-determination to the 

former Czarist colonies in Asia, and by giving an equal status 

to the Asian nationalities within its borders which had been 

oppressed as inferior and conquered people by the previous 

regime.•2 He further writes that thus the Russian Revolution 

gave people self confidence and indicated to the leaders. cf 

the national movement that they should rely on the strength 

of common people.3 

So far as the freedom struggle or the anti~olonial 

movement in India in concerned, it is older than the October 

Revolution, therefore, it is necessary to examine the major 

events, which were directly related to Lenin and the Indian 

revolutionaries during the period before and around October 

Revolution. For the first ti~eLenin mentioned India. in his 

famous book "Development of Capitalism in Russia" which was 

published at the outset of the beginning of the Twent~i.~th 

Century. He said: •Agricultural capitalism is taking another 

2. Bipan Chandra, Modern Inciia (New Delhi, 1976), 
P• 262c 

3. Ibid. 
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enormous step forward; it is boundlessly expanding the commer

cial production of agricultural produce and drawing a number 

of new countries into the world arena; it is driving patriar

chal agriculture out of its last refuges, such as Russia 

and India.•4 

However, the first most powerful opinion by Lenin 

was expressed in his famous article "Inflamable Material in 

World Politics,• which he wrote after the arrest of Bal 

Gangadhar Tilak in 1908. Tilak's trial had aroused massive 

protest in Bombay and other places of India. A large number 

of workers in Bombay had gone on strike against his arrest. 

Lenin called Tilak and hi.s followers democrats and political 

leaders of the people and wrote: "In India the street is 

beginning to stand up for its writers and political leaders. 

The infamous sentence pronounced by the British jackals on 

the Indian democrat Tilak - he was sentenced to a long term 

of exile, the question in the British House of Commons the 

other day revealing that the Indian jurors had declared for 

acquittal and that the verdict had been passed by the vote 

of the British jurors - this revenge against a democrat by the 

lackeys of the money bag evoked street demonstrations and a 

strike in Bombay. •5 He iurther wrote: "In Indian lately, the 

native slaves of the 'civilized' Britished capitalists have 

4. V.I. Lenin, .. Collected Works (Moscow, 1968), Vol. 3, 
P• 329. 

5o V.I. Lenin, Ibid., Vol. 15, pp. 183-84. 
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been a source of norry to their 'masters•. There is no 

end to the acts of voilence and plunder which goes under 

the name of the British System of Government in India.•6 

Though the proper link between Lenin and Indian 

revolutionaries could be established only after the formation 

of Communist Internal in March 1919, some Indians did come in 

close to Lenin long back in 1907 when Madam B.R. Cama and 

S.R. Rana attended the famous International Socialist Congress 

in Stuttgart along with Lenin. However, nothing is known 

whether these two Indians had any separate discussion with 

Lenin or not. 

Later on, the first two Indians who met Lenin after 

October Revolution were two brothers Abdul Jabbar Khairy 

and Abdul Sattar Khairye Both were living in Germany and 

after hearing the news of October Revolution they decided 

to see Lenin. They met Lenin on November 23, 1918 in 

Kremlin. No record of their talks with Lenin is available 

but they are understood to have conveyed the greetings of 

Indian people on the victory of the October Revolution and 

told him that "his slogan calling for the self determination 

of nations had penetrated India crossing all barriers set 

by the British and made the Indian people confident of their 

victory over the British imperialists."? 

6. Ibid. 

?o Anand Gupta, Lenin in India, ''· ., :~. ~G( 
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After their meeting with Lenin both were invited by 

All Russians Central Executive Committee on November 25, 1918. 

In a address they said: "Leaders of,the Russian Revolution, 

Comrades, Friends! 

"Allow JJS to thank you for affording us the joy of speaking 

to you personally and of congratulating you on behalf of 

the Indian people. Allow us to convey greetings to the 

Russian Revolution which has brought us new hope and showed 

us a new road in our struggle.•8 

Jabbar and Sattar presented a sandalwood stick with 

an iory tip to Lenin as a token of their admiration for the 

Russian Revolution. This has been preserved in the Lenin 

Museum in Moscow.9 

H~wever, the editor of the documents of Communist 

Party of India has written: "Strictly speaking the documents 

connected with Jabbar and Sattar Khairy, who were Pan islamists 

from the very beginning and later on their return to India 

10 became supporters of Hitler fascism, do not belong to CPl." 

Later on Jabbar Khairy attended the International meet-

j_ng held at Petrograd on December 5, 1918. Speaking on that 

occasion Jabbar said: "I am speaking in the name of 330 millions 

8. Ibid. 

9. Ibid. 

lOo Go AdhikariP ed., Documents · f the Histor 
Communist Party of India ,New Delhi, 1971 
p. 93. 
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of Indian people who are being oppressed by British imperi

alism. I express my deep gratitude to you for rraking it 

possible for me to visit your country, to see with my own eyes 

the succe·ss achieved by the Russian proletarian movement, 

and for the opportunity offered to me to speak to you about 

t .11 my coun ry ••• 

Though the Communist Party of India sources have made 

an attempt to prove Khairy brothers as German agent by pre

senting several documents, 12 their meeting with Lenin as 

first two Indians after October Revolution will always remain 

as an important historical event regarding Indian revolution

aries• contact with Lenin. After Jabbar brothers meeting 

with Lenin, it became possible only after the formation of 

the Comintern that a delegation of Indian revolutionaries led 

by Raja Mahendra Pratap reach Moscow and met Lenin on May 1, 

1919. other members of the delegation were M. Barkatalluh, 

M.P.B.T. Acharya, Abdul Rab Peshawari, Dalip Singh Gill and 

Ibrahim.13 Raja Mahendra Pratap had earlier set up a "Pr ~ 

visional Government of India• in Kabul and in 1919 he along 

with other Indian revolutionaries was asked to leave Afghanistan 

as a result of which he looked towards Bolsheviks for their 

help support to Indian freedom struggle. 

11. Ibid., P• 101. 
12. See for detail, Ibid., PP• 93-95. 
13. Ibid., P• 110. 
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Later on Raja W~hendra Pratap wrote in his memoirs: 

nthis is the story of 1919. I had come back to Russia 

from Germany. I stayed at palacial building of the former 

sugar-King. Maulana Barakatullah could establish his head

quarters at this place. He was in very good relation with 

the Russian Foreign Office. When there was scarcity of food 

in the city we were right royally feasted. My Indian friends 

who had started on this journey with me from Berlin could 

also came and gather here. One evening we received a phone 

call from Soviet foreign office. I was told that some one 

was coming and that I should hand over my pamphlets to the 

man. This I did. Next morning was the day when I with my 

friends were to meet Comrade Lenin at the Kremlin.•14 He 

further wrote: Prof. Vosnesensky took us to the ancient 

Imperial Palace of Moscow. We passed through the guards. We 

went upstairs. We intered a big room with a big table at 

which was sitting the famous-Red leader Comrade Lenin. I 

being at the head of the party, entered first and proceeded 

towards the figure sitting right before me. To my astonishment 

the man or the hero stood up suddenly, went to a corner and 

fetched a srr~ll chair and put the chair near his office chair. 

And as I arrived by his side he asked me to sit down. For a 

moment I thought in my mind, where to sit, asking myself 

should I sit on the small chair brought by Mr. Lenin himself 

14o Raja Mahendra Pratap, Reflections of an Exile, (Lahore, 
1946), PP• 44-47, Quoted in bid., P• 112. 
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or should I sit on one of the huge easy chairs covered with 

morocco leather. I decided to sit on that smallchair and 

sat down, while my friends Maulana Barakatullah and others, 

took their seats on richy upholstered chairs. 

"Comrade Lenin asked me, in what language he was to 

address me - English, French, German or Russian. I told 

him that we should better speak in English. < And I presented 

to him my book of the "Religion of Love.• To my astonish

ment he said that he had already read it. Quickly arguing 

in my mind I could see that the pamphlets demanded by the 

foreign ·office a day earlier were meant for Lenin himself. 

Lenin said that my book was "Tolstoyism". I presented to 

him also my plan of having notes repayable not in gold or 

silver but in more necessary commodities such as wheat, rice, 

butter, oil, coal etc. We had quite a long conversation. 

Mr. Lenin had a few words to say to all of us. So much so 

that Lenin also asked a couple of questions of a servant of 

Maulana Barkatallah who remained standing a bit far. Prof. 

Vosnesensky also did not sit.•15 

Providing an interesting information Raja Mahendra 

Pratap writes: "It was after this interview that the Foreign 

Office decided that I must accompany His Excellency Mr. Sourits, 

the first Russian Ambassador to the.court of Afghanistan. 

15. Ibid., P• 112-13. 
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My job was to introduce Mr. Sourits to King Amanullah Khan. 

Of course, the official position of the ambassador needed 

not any introduction of some private character. But it was 

thought that I was a personal friend of the King, I could 

better plead persenally on behalf of Red Bear.•16 During 

this period Maulana Barakatullah proved to be an important 

link not only between India and Soviet Russia but alway 

between Afghanistan and Soviet Russia. As Barakatullah in 

an interview with Petrograd Pravda in 1919 said: "I am not a 

communist nor a socialis~but my political programme at 

present is the expulsion of the English from Asia. I am an 

irreconcible enemy of European capitalism in Asia whose main 

representative is the English. In this I concur with the 

communists and in this respect we are ginuine allies.n17 

Regarding his link between Soviet Russia and 

Afghanistan, he said: "In March 1919 after Habibullah was 

assassinated and Amanullah, who hated the English, ascended 

the throne, I, as one of the most trusted persons of the 

new Amir, was sent to Moscow as 'ambassador extraordinary' 

for establishing permanent relations with Soviet Russia. 

With this the new Amir cancelled the alliance treaty with 

the British, according to which Afghanistan was obliged not 

to enter into diplomatic relations with any other country 

16. Ibid., P• 113. 
17. Ibid., P• 118. 
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than England.•18 

So far as, the ideological trend in Anti-colonial 

movement in India is concerned, it began to emerge particularly 

after the conclusion of Second Congress of Comintern which 

was held from July 19 to August 7, 1920 in Petrograd and 

Moscow. The Second Congress was a turning point for Soviet 

Russia in expanding her influence throughout the world, parti

cularly in Asia. The long period of the Congress delebera

tions continuously for 19 days (first 4 days in Petrograd and 

the rest in Moscow) also proves its urgency and importance. 

According to Lazitch and DrachKovich, when Lenin 

undertook a lask that he regarded as importent, he threw 

himself into it totally. There were no half measures. He 

was interested himself directly and alaost all the theses 

that Second Congress was to adopt either personally writing 

their original text (as on the national and colonial issues, 

the agrarian question, the basic tasks of the Second Congress, 

conditions for adffiission to the International) or over seeing 

their writings (as Parliamentarianism and Syndicalism.)19 

National and colonial question was most important among 

all the above issues which was thoroughly debated in the 

18' Ibid., p. 119. 

·19. Branko Lazitch and Milord M. DrachKovitch, Len;i[i and 
the Comintern (California, 1972), p. 280. 
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Congress and became famous due to fierce controversy 

between Lenin and M.N. Roy of India. It was a very crucial 

period in the anti-colonial struggle in India as the British 

colonialism had to face the famous Khilafat and Non-Cooperation 

Movement between 1919 and 1922. In the absence cf diplomatic 

relation between Soviet Russia and the British, it was extremely 

difficult for Bolsheviks to have direct contact with Indian 

revolutionaries. This is why every Indian revolutionary who 

visited Russia, had to travel through Europe or through 

Afghanistan. In this way an outstanding Indian revolutionary 

M.N. Roy (real name Narendra Nath Bhattacharya) went to attend 

the Second Congress of the Comintern in Moscow as a Mexican 

delegate, and created a tempest by putting up a parallel thesis 

on colonial question before the Congress against the formula

tionsof Lenin. If we look briE!fly at their formulations, it 

will appear that Lenin had argued in favour of an united front 

between communists and the national bourgeois leaders to fight 

out the colonizers, however, M.N. Roy advocated that the commu

nists should launch a dual struggle against colonizers as 

well as national bourgeoisie in order to fulfil the task of 

a pure socialist revolution. 

Lenin clearly pointed ou~.~the Communist International 

must support the bourgeois democratic national movements in 

colonial and backward counties only on the condition that tre 
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elements of future proletarian parties existing in all back

ward countries, which are not merely communist in name, shall 

be grouped together and trained to appreciate their special 

task, viz., the tasks of fighting the bourgeois elemocratic 

movement with in their own nations; the Communist International 

must enter in to temporary alliance with bourgeois democracy 

in colonial and backward countries, but must not merge with 

it, and must unconditionally preserve the independence of tm 

proletarian movement even in its most rudimentary form.•20 

Recalling the debate about colonial question and his 

difference with Lenin M.N. Roy says in his memoirs: "I 

pointed out that the bourgeoisie even in the most advanced 

colonial countries like India, as a class, was not economically 

and culturally differentiated from the feudal social orders; 

therefore, the nationalist movement was ideologically reaction

ary in the sense that the triumph would not necessarily mean 

a bourgeois - democratic revolution. The role of Gandhi was 

the crucial point of difference. Lenin believed that as the 

inspirer and leader of a mass movement, he was revolutionary. 

I maintained that as a religious and cultural revivalist, he 

was boumd to be reactionary socially, however revolutionary 

he might appear politicallyo•21 He further says that Lenin's 

20. V.I. Lenin, Selected Wor~s (London, 1946), Vel. 10, 
P• 273. 

21. M.N. Roy's Memoirs (Bombay, 1964), P• 379o 
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attitude was very kind and tolerant. In the beginning he 

appeared to be amused by the naivete of a novice. But 

before long, he was impressed by my arguements, and could 

not dispute the authenticity of the facts I cited. It was 

perhaps the most valuable experience of my life until then. 

I had the rare previlege of being -treated as an equal by a 

great man who proved his greatness by doing so. He could 

refuse to waste his precious time in discussing with a young 

man of no importance. I would have no chance to make myself 

heard in the International Congress.22 About his own thesis, 

M.N. Roy mentions: "Lenin finally amazed me by proposing that, 

after a general discussion in the commission set up to examine 

the question, he would move that his thesis as well as mine 

should be recommended for adoption by the Congress. There 

upon I agreed to formulate my critical notes and positive 

ideas in a document, which I insisted, should be presented 

not as the alternative. but as supplementary thesis. Lenin 

agreed with remark that we were exploring a new ground and 

should suspend final judgement pending practical experience~ 

I also agreed 1 but with a mental reservation. It was not a 

new ground for me~ I was quite sure of my position, and 

Lenin's open-minded attitude gave me the conviction that wa5 

right. 23 About arguement and counter arguement he final says 

22o Ibid., P• 380 
23. Ibid., PP• 380.81. 
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that Lenin reported the discussion in the Commission to a 

plenary session of the Congress and recommended the adoption 

of both theses. 24 

About the same affair, speaking in the Second Congress 

of the Comintern on July 26, 1920, Lenin said: "Comrades, I 

will confine myself to a brief introduction, and later, Comrade 

Maring, who acted as Secretary of our Commission, will submit 

to you a detailed report on the changes which we have made in 

theses. After him, Comrade Roy, who formulated supplementary 

thesis, will speak. Our ccmmission unanimously adopted the 

preliminary thesis, with amendments and also the supplementary 

thesisc Thus we succeeded in achieving complete unanimity 

on all the important questions ••• n25 Lenin further says: "I 

would particularly to emphasize the question of the bourgeois 

democratic movement in backward countries. It was this question 

that gave rise to some disagreement. We urgued about whether 

it would be correct, in principle and in theory, to declare 

that Communist International and the Communist Parties should 

support the bourgeois-democratic movement in backward countries. 

As a result of this discussion we unanimously decided to speak 

of the nationalist-revolutionary movement instead of the 

'bourgeois democratic• movement. There is not the slightest 

doubt that every nationalist movement can only be a bourgeois 

24o Ibid., P• 382~ 

25. v. I. Lenin, Selected Works, Vol. 10, n.20. 
P• 239. 
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democratic movement, for the bulk of the population in 

backward countries are peasants, who represent bourgeois-capi

talist relations.•26 Earlier Lenin had termed M.N. Roy's 

thesis as "written mainly from the point of view of the situa

tion in India and among other large nationalities which are 

oppressed by Great Britain, and this is what makes them very 

important for us.•27 A~cording to the proceedings of the 

Comintern: "Roy maintains that the revolution in Europe depends 

utterly on the course of revolution in the East. Unless 

revolution triumphs in the Eastern countries, the Communist 

movement in the West may fall apart. World capitalism draws 

its main resources and income from the colonies, primarily 

from Asia ••• It is therefore essential to fuel the revolution-

ary movement in the East, and adopt as a fundamental thesis 

that the fate of world communisum depends on the victory of 

communism in the East.•28 

Refuting M.N. Roy's view point, Lenin said: "The Hindu 

Communists must support the bourgeois democratic movement 

without merging with it. Comrade Roy goes too far when he 

says that the fate of the West depends entirely on the develop

ment and strength of the revolutionary movement in the Eastern 

26o 

27. 
28. 

Ibid., P• 240. 
Ibid., 
Branko Lazitch and Milord M. DrachKnovitch, n. 19, 
p. ·388 (Quated from original Russian Sources). 
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countries. Though India has five million proletarians and 

thirty seven million landless peasants, the Hindu Communists 

still have not succeeded in forming a Communist Party in that 

country, a fact which by itself cuts much of the ground from 

under Comrade Roy's opinion.•29 Perhaps it was Lenin's remark 

which expedited M.N. Roy to set up a Communist Party of India 

at Tash_Kent on October 17, 192P. However, under the shadow 

of these controversies, M.N. Roy's thesis was amended and 

brought in line with Lenin's thesis and thus both theses were 

adopted. Though the original thesis of M.N. Roy was forgotten 

by the Comintern, its impact could not be wiped out from the 

mind of many leaders and activists of anti-colonial movements 

particulary in India. 

Just after Second Congress of the Comintern was over 

the "Congress of the Peoples of the East• was held in Baku 

from September 1 to 8, 1920. It was attended by 1891 persons 

representing various nationalities inhabiting the former 

Russian empire as well as independent Eastern states. The 

chief speaker representing Russian Comminst Party were ZinoViev 

and Pavlovich. These communist dignitaries exhorted the 

delegates to declare a holy war against the British and French 

capitalist and to join with Soviet Russia in a common struggle.30 

29. 
30. 

Ibid~, P• 389. 
Xenia Joukoff Eudin and Robert c. No~~h, Soviet Russia 
and the East, 1920-27~Documentary Survey, (California, 
1957), P• 80o 
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Following the Baku Congress of the People of the East a 

permanent Council for Propaganda and Action of the Peoples 

of the East was set up as an auxilary for the Comintern. 

Since India was at first the object of particular interest 

for Moscow, the office of the Commissariat of Foreign Affairs 

in Tashkent asumed at an early date the task of revolutionary 

minded Indians and in due course a special training school 

was set up there. Later, the Turkestan Bureau of the Communist 

International, three man ?rganization including M.N. Roy 

carried on work.31 

In October 1920 a group of thirty six (including one 

Shaukat Osmami) reached Tashkentt where they were met by Roy 

and enrolled in a training course for revolutionaries. After 

ten months of training at Tashkent, three members of this 

group (Shaukat Osmami, Abdul Majid and Abdul Kabir Sehrai) 

were selected for further instruction in Moscow. Somewhat 

later (March 1921) the Tashkent School was closed (as a result 

of conditions laid down by the British in concluding the 

Soviet-British agreement of March 16, 1921) and most of the 

remaining Indian revolutionaries enrolled there were also 

shifted to Moscow, where they were admitted to the Communist 

University of Toilers of the East~32 

In June 1921, another deputation of Indian revolution

aries reached Moscow. This group (led by Virendra Chattopadhyaya 

31. Ibid., P• 82. 
32. Ibid., P• 84 (Quated from Original Sources). 
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and including Bhupen, C.P. Dutt, G.A.K. Luhani, Agnes 

Smendhey, Khankoji and Nalini Gupta) represented Indian 

revolutionaries who had organized themselves in Berlin during 

World War I, their object being, of course, to exploit that 

conflict to the detriment of British rule in India. At about 

the same time fifteen or so Indian·students from the Univer-

sity ot the Toilers of the East returned to India, where they 

were arrested in 1922, tried at Peshawar and sentenced to 

imprisonment in proceedings of the Tashkent Conspirary Case. 33 

So far as, Military or Training School for Indian 

revolutionaries in Tashkent is concerned, it was an unique 

land mark in Soviet policy towards anti-colonial movement 

in India. Regarding this school M.N. Roy says: "The group of 

Russian officers who had accompanied me from Moscow was still 
-

in Tashkent. To then was entrusted the organisation of the 
~ 

school. John, the American Wobbly, was appointed the Commandant 

of the school. He was to look after the descipline. Having 

looked over his wards, he circastically remarked nwe are 

going.t6 train·not an +ndian army of revolution, but an army 

of God.•34 In fact, this remark was made by him specially due 

to Muslim Muhajirs from India who were mostly getting training 

at the school. 

33o Ibid. 
34. M.N. Roy, n. 21, P• 465. 
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Regarding foundation of the Military School M.N. Roy 

has given some interesting accounts according that: "The 

formal foundation of ~alitary School was ceremonious affair 

attended by high officials of the Turkestan Republic and 

the leaders of the Turkestan Communist Party. According to 

an agreement Russians kept away in view of the fact that, 

just at that time diplomatic negotiations were going on 

between Soviet Government and the Britain for resumption of 

trade relations which would end the long economic blockade 

of the Soviet Republic.•35 

Roy further says: "There anxious to put an end to the 

economic blockade, the Soviet Government was reluctant to do 

anything which might queer the pitch of the diplomatic 

negotiations for the resumption of trade with Britain. A 

pathological suspicion, however, could not be easily allayed. 

Before the year was out, the Soviet Government received a 

blistering note from the British Foreign Secretary which 

referred to the Indian Military School at Tashkent as evidence 

of Soviet aggressive design against the British EmRire; As 

a rupture of newly establish economic relations with Britain 

would prejudice the painful process of Russian reconstruction, 

the Indian Military School at Tashkent had to be disbanded.•36 

35. Ibid., P• 468~ 
36. Ibid. 
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According tot he official documents of the CPI, there 

were three courses in the Indian Military School at Tashkent: 

One for training airforce pilots and officers, another for 

infantry officers and a third for ordinary infantry soldiers. 

Better educated cadres were selected for the first two courses 

while the uneducated were taken to the third course. General 

political education was given to all but the more educated 

were given an impressive political education course.37 

Regarding the closure of Indian Military School, Nei. 

Fovrovsky, a deputy member of the Revolutionary Military 

Council of the Turkestan Front and a veteran Communist Party 

member since July 1917 who was appointed to look after the 

Muhajirs, refuting M.N. Roy's version says: "At one of the 

council meetings, Roy, speaking for the entire group asked fur 

food, military equipment and assistance in organising military 

training; of course, we knew what this entailed. When Roy 

left the meeting after putting his case, there were such 

remarks as adventurism, fantastic, etc •••• It was decided to 

give Indian comrades all possible support without however 

being involved in their plan. That too as far as I knDw was 

the attitude of Moscow. Indian were allotted a shooting range 

of the Chirchik highway near Tashkent and began their military 

training •••• but it was not long before the whole plan had to 

37. G. Adhikari, n. 10, p. 5~. 
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be abondoned ••• The Afghan Government categorically refused 

permission to cross Afgr~nistan on the way to India. Roy's 

repeated and insistent appeals to Afghan Consulate in Tashkent 

were of no avail. In the spring of 1921 military training 

stopped. Some of the Indian decided to return to India 

illegally, other stayed on in Tashkent, several joined Red 

Army and 22 returned to Moscow to study at the Communist 

University of Toilers of the Easto•38 

However, during that period the'Indian Military School 

at Tashkent and the Communist University at Moscow played 

great role in creating ideological frame:work for the Indian 

revolutionaries. In fact, this period inspired some dedicated 

Indian revolutionaries to convert themselves in to communists 

and thus four different communist groups emerged in India fer 

the first time in country's history. These groups were in 

Bombay led by S.A. Dange, in Calcutta led by Muzaffar Ahmed, 

in N'~dras led by Singaravelu Chet tiar and in Lahore led by 

Gulam Hussain. Regarding these groups Muzaffar Ahmed writes: 

"For a 11 of us, the epic entre was the Cormnunist Inter·na tiona 1 

its headquarters lay thousands of miles away, in Moscow. How

ever, the Communist International established independent 

contacts with each of these four places. In some cases the 

38. New Times, (Moscow, 1967), No. 14, Quetep in Ibid., 
PP• 237-38o 
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Communist International introduced us to one another, as 

for instance, it did Dange to me.•39 This is the time when 

Dange's famous book "Gandhi vs Lenin" drew the attention of 

Communist International toward Indian affairs. 

During this period 36th Session of Indian National 

Congress was held in Ahmadabad in 1921. In the name of 

Communist Party of Lndia a manifesto under signed by M.N. Roy 

and Abani Mukherjee was addressed to this session. The Mani

festo put forward a full fledged programme of anti-imperialist 

democratic revolution with particular stress on the demands 

of the workers and peasants so as to draw them fully in to 

the freedom struggle. It is on the basis of this Manifesto 

that Maulana Hasrat Mohani moved a resolution for complete 

independence at the Ahmedabad session - a resolution which 

was defeated only due to vehement opposition of Mahatma Gandhi. 40 

As it was the period of "Non-Cooperation Movement, the India 

witnessed unprecedented movement of the people against British 

colonialism. Thousands of students had left schools and 

colleges to plung in to freedom struggle. On February 1, 1922, 

Mahatma Gandhi announced that would start mass civil disobe-

dience, including non payment of taxes unless within seven 

days the political prisoners were released and the press freed 

39.~ 

~. 

Muzaffar Ahmed, Myself and the Communist Party ~f India 
(Calcutta, 1970), P• 78. 
For the text if the Manifeso, see, G. Adhikari, ·n. 10, 
PP• 341-54. 
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from Government contro1.41 

Just after the above declaration of Gandhi, on February 

5, 1922 a Congress procession of 3000 peasants a Chauri Chaura 

a village in Gorakh Pur district of U.P., was fired upon by 

the police. The angry crowd attacked and burnt the police 

station causing the death of 22 policemen. Gandhiji took a 

very serious view of the incident. It convinced him that the 

nationalist workers had not yet properly understood nor barnt 

the practice of .non-violence without which he was convinced, 

civil disobedience could not be success •• o He therefore, decided 

to suspend the nationalist campaign. 42 To give Gandhi's opinion 

an official line of the Congress Party, its Working Committee 

met at Bardoli in Gujarat on February 12, 1922 and decided to 

with draw the non-cooperation movemento Regarding this affairs 

Subhas Chandra Bose writes in his biography, •the Indian Struggle": 

"To sound the order of retreat just when public enthusiasm was 

nothing short of a national calemity. The principal lieutenants 

of Mahatmas Desh Bandhu Das, Pandit Motilal Nehru and Lala 

Lajpat Rai 11 who were all in prison, shared the popular resent

mento I was with Desh Bandhu at the time and I could see that 

he was beside himself with anger and sorrow at the way Mahatma 

Gandhi was repeatedly bungling.•43 

41. Bipan Chandra, n. 2~ ?•. 274. 

42. Ibid., PP• 275-75. 
43. Quoted in Ibid., P• 275. 
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In the meantime Kilafat movement also ended 

with Kamal Pasha declaring the abolition of the Caliphate 

in 1924. Thus we see the period under study in this 

chapter - 1920-24 was marked by great upheavals in the 

anti-colonial struggle in India. Many revolutionaries were 

illusioned following the withdrawal of non-cooperation 

movement by Gandhiji. This situation provided opportunity 

to a lot of prominent revolutionaries to embrace Marxism 

under the influence of Communist International. following, 

Second Congress of the Comintern, its Third, Fourth and 

Fifth Congresses held in 1921, 1922 and 1924 respectively 

during the mentioned period, paid much attention on anti

colonial' movement in India as well as whole of the Asia. 

In a resolution the Third Congress of the Comintern (1921) 

said: "The revolutionary nationa 1 movement in India and in 

other clonies, is today an essential component part of the 

world revolution to the same extent as the uprising of the 

proletariat in the Capitalist countries of the old and new 

world.e44 The Fourth Congress of the Comintern 1922 came out 

with the slogan of anti-imperialist from in Asian countries 

which was directly connected with the slogan of United work

ing class front in the Western countries. The Congress 

44. R.A. Ulyanoisky, ed., T~e Comintern and the Eas~ 
(Moscow, 1979}, P• 154 Quoted). 
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underlined that there is a long struggle ahead of the 

proletariat of the East ••• and said: "The refusal of the 

Communists in the colonies to take part in the struggle 

against imperialist tyranny on the ground of the ostensible 

'defence' of their independent class interests is opportunism 
•. 

of the worst kind, which can only discredit the proletarian 

revolution in the East. Eq~lly injurious is the attempt 

to remain aloof from the struggle for the most urgent everyday 

interests of the working class in the name of national unity 

of 'civil peace• with the bourgeois democrats.•45 The Congress 

f,urther said: "The Communist Parties of the colonia 1 and semi

colonial countries of the East, which are still in a more or 

less embryonic stage must take part in every movement which 

gives them ~xcessto the masses.•46 The above analysis of the 

Fourth Congress of the Comintern proved to be a forecast for 

the Indian Co11111unists whose refusal to adopt that resulted 

in disastrous situation in early 1940s during "Quit India• 

movement. 

The year of Fourth Congress of the Comintern was also 

the year of famous 37th Gaya Congress of the Indian National 

Congress in 1922 which was held after the disastrous collapse 

of non-cooperation movement. 

45. Documents of Fourth Congress of Comintern, in 
G. ·Adhikari, n. 10~ P• 534e 

46o Ibidi 
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In a message to Gaya Congress, the Communist Internat

ional said: "To the All India National Congress, Gaya, India. 

Representative of Indian people1 The Fourth Congress of the 

Conmunist International sends to you its heartiest greetings. 

We are chiefly interested in the struggle of the Indians to 

free themselves from British domination ••• The infamous methods 

by which British imperialism sucks the life blood of the Indian 

people are well known. They can not be condemned too strongly; 

nor will simple condemnation be of any practical value. British 

rule in India was established by force and is maintained by 

force, therefore it can and will be overthrown only by a violent 

revolution. We are (not?) in favour of resorting to violence 

if it can be helped; but for self-defence the people of India 

must adopt violent means, without which the foreign domination 

based upon violence can not be ended. The people of India are 

engaged in this great revolutionary struggle. 1 he Communist 

International is whole heartedly with themo•47 

The document of the Fourth Congress of the Comintern 

suggested the in leading the struggle for national liberation 

the Indian National Congress should keep the following points 

always in view; 48 

(1) that the normal development of the people can not 
be assured unless imperialist domination is comple
tely destroyed; 

47. Ibid., PP• 5T3-74. (Quoted). 

48. Ibid., P• 576. 
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(2) that no compromise with the British rulers will 
improve the position of the majority of the 
nation; 

(3) that the British domination can not be overthrown 
with out a violent revolution, and 

(4) that the workers and peasants are alone capable 
of carrying the revolution to victory. 

Therefore, in order to declare its complete freedom 

from all connection with reactionary upper classes, the National 
< 

Congress should categorically declare that its political pro-

gramme is the establishment of a democratic republic, completely 

independent of any foreign control. 

The above suggestions of the Comintern to the Indian 

National Congress are historically very crucial as it appears 

from them that the way Gandhiji withdrew the non-cooperation 

movement was not at all liked by the Soviets as well as the 

Comintern 1 however, the most important and crucial point was, 

putting in the minds of ~ndian National Congress the need for 

a violent revolution in India led by workers and the peasants. 

After Gaya Congress there was a kind of ·~tand still' 

situation in India during 1923 and 24. According to Soviet 

sources The National Congress as an organization was under-

going a profound crisis:. in 1921-192.3 its membership had 

dropped from ten million to a few hundred thousand$ The with-

drawal of massess could be explained in the light of the 

temporary def~at of the 49 freedom movement. Later on the 

49. A. Antonova, G. Bongard-Levin, and G. Kotovsky, A History 
9f India (Moscow, 1979), Vol. 2, p. 173. 
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Fifth Congress of the Comintern was held in June 1924 at a 

crucial stage when Lenin was already dead. The key issue 

at the Congress was that of rallying the ranks of the working 

class and of whole world revolutionary movement in face of 

the attacks of capital especially the task of strengthening 

the Communist parties.50 Three Ind~an- M.N. Roy, Mohammed Ali 

and Clemens Dutt attend the Fifth Congress of the Comiotern. 

Attentions were again focussed on national and colonial 

questions, however, this period was also marked by left deviation 

and anarchism in the anti-colonial and communist movements. 

Though there was no off:i.cial communist party in India, the 

different communist groups operating through out the country 

were just on the verge of uniting them selves to form a party 

soon, which was materialized in 1925. Due to withdrawal of 

non-cooperation movement by Gandhiji, the communist groups 

found more ground to follow the extremist course in the free

dom struggle. Thus the period under study in this chapter 

passed through great ups and downs, a trend which continued to 

prevail even in the future course of anti-colonial movement 

in India. 

50. A.I. Sobolev and others, Outline History of the Communist 
International (Moscow, 1971), P• 210o 
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The Communist Movement in India emerged during freedom 

struggle as a result of direct impact of October Revolution 

in Russia. Like many revolutionaries of the world the Indian 

revolutionaries were also the first to grasp the message of 

October Revolution.- That is why, Many of them sneaked into 

Russian territory after passing through great difficulties 

caused by the then British colonial rulers. A Soviet scholar 

M.A. Persits has righty pointed out that it was in Sov~et 

Russia that "the- ':"-i.0r!l?er forces of the Asian Communist movement 

were trained and formed in the context of a revolution~ry 

upsurge among its working people. It was there, through prac-

tical work rather than through theory 3lone, that they realized 

that they n~eded a Marxi t-Leninist party as a ;)m-verful or·gani-

zing guidir.g force ..... It was there, too that Lenin~s f&mou~ 

disput£: with M.N .. Roy, the first Indian comr:mnist took place .. 

Lenin expended teo much energy and so much time for his dis-

cussions and disputes with Roy, for he saw him as a typicdl 

representative of Eastern emigrant revolutionaries who w~re 

turning tc N~rxism~ 1 
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Hundreds of Indian revolutionaries migrated to Russia 

between 1918 and 1922. Most of them stayed in Soviet Central 

Asia. Some of the emigrants were Indian Muslims as they 

belonged to famous Khilafat movement in India. According to 

Soviet sources those people stayed on in Soviet Republic for 

months and years and some even became its citizens •••• The 

first Indian communist group was formed by emigres in Soviet 

Central Asia. Some of its leaders-were the exponent of the 

most left radical views in the communist movement that was 

emerging in the East.2 

Queting P. Unni Krishan•s article published in Link, 

1964, Persits has provided an important information about an 

Indian emigre, the 23 years old Nisar Mohammed of Peshawc:;r 

who became a communist in Soviet Russia and c>pf.Jointed to the 

post of Minister of Education of Tajik Soviet Republic and 

later on changed over to research.3 According to an other account 

the Ir-,dian revolutionaries, once they turned up on Soviet sail 

clashed in heated debates about socialism which often split 

them in:.to small groups of partitions of Socialist principles. 

It happened in Termez in August 1920, where ;:,ne of such debates 

took place~ There was quite a clash betw@.en them~ as an official 

oi (t~e- Council for International Propaqanda -:eported.. As a 

re::::wlt, the Indians broke into two groupsr -:' •'nationa list 

majc.:ci ty" led by Mamed Akbar, a land ower~,.. :son, and a minority 

2. Ibid., PP• 17-18. 
3. Ibid., p~ 112. 
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(22) "communist trend• headed by Abdul Qwayum. 4 Later on 

Abdul Qwayum just like Nisar Mohammed adopted Soviet citizen

ship and served as a Red Army Commander in the city of Kalinin 

and shared in rebuilding railway transport and industry.5 

In this way, we may find dozens of such cases about 

Indian revolutionaries, who played an important role not only 

in Indian freedom struggle but also in the fight for socialism 

in Russia. We have already mentioned about first two Indians, 

the Jabbar and Sattar brothers who had met Lenin in 1918 and 

also about the activities of other top revolutionaries like 

M .. N. Roy etc. in Comintern. Behind the background of such 

activities, the first attempt to form a Communist Party of India 

was made on the Russian soil itself. As mentioned in th€- pre-

vious chapter, M.N. Roy immediately after returning from the 

Second Congress of the Comintern to Tashkent announced the 

formation of the Communist Party of India on October 17, 1920. 

Besides M.N. Roy six others who took part in the foundat.ion of 

the p.a:t·ty were Mrs. Evelyn Trent (Roy's American wife) Abani 

Mukher·ji: Bosa Fitingof (Abani's Russian wife), Mohammed Ali 

(Ahmad H·v~sain), Mohammed Shafiq Siddiqui and M.P .. B ~I. Acharya. 

Accordin-; to the minutes of the meeting: ;'It adopted a resolu

tion es't..::::..lishing the condition of 3 months probation period 

{as ea·nd~.~J~?te member) for those persons who wished to join 

the party~Comrade Shafiq is elected as secretary .. The Indian 

Communist Party adopts principles proclaimed by the Third 

International and undertakes to work out a programme suited 

4. Ibid., PP• 113-14. 
5. Ibid., p. 115 (Quoted). 
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to the conditions in India."6 It was unde!signed by M. Acharya 

as Chairman and Roy as Secretary. 

According to another document related to the formation 

of the party a letter was sent to the Central Committee of the 

Communist Party of Turkestan wri tt.en on December 20, 1920 which 

says: "It is hereby testified that the Ccmmunist Party of India 

has been organised here in accordance with the principles of 

the Third International. The Indian Communist Party is working 

under the political guidance of the Turkestan Bureau of Comintern."7 

Here, it is also interesting to note that the conflict 

which arose among, the Indian communis~ in Tash~ent also figured 

on the agenda of the meeting of the Turkestan Bur~au, Central 

Committee, Russian Communist Party and Bureau, Communist Party 

of India, dated December 31, 1920. According the the minutes 

of this meeting :"The conflict took place between members of 

the Indian Revolutionary Committee, Comrade Roy and Achary~, 

on grou~ds of disagreement on question of methods of work among 

the Indian emigres in Tashkent. Comrade Roy proposes to leave 

with the revolutionary committee the charge of the woik outside 

the country (USSR) and entrust the work among emigres inside 

the country to the Turk Bureau of the Comintern. In this way, 

Comrade Acharya, remaining in the revolutionary committee 

(Indian), has to conduct wide underground work and the question 

6. 

7. 

G. Adhikari, Dacpme~ts of the Hjstory of .:t.b§_~mmunist Parj:y !f Tpd1a (New Delhi , Vol. I, P• 231. Also, see, Muzaffar 
hmad, Myself and the CQ~nlst Psrty, gf Indj~ ~Calcutta, 

1970), pp. 46-47. 
Ibid., P• 220. 
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dividing the members of Revolutionary Committee, therefore, 

ceases to exist at the moment. Comrade Roy is ready to abide 

by the decisions which would be taken in the present meeting 

and suggests that Comrade Acharya continue to stay in the 

Revolutionary Committee. 

"Comrade Acharya considers it necessary to remove Comrade Hoy 

from the work in the Bureau of the Comintern and the Indian 

Revolutionary Committee as he has lost popularity among the 

Indians." 

"The new Revolutionary Committee should consist of two Indians 

and one representative of the Russian Communist Partyo The 

Indian should be explained that they would not be forced to 

join the party. Comrade Roy may be kept for propaganda and 

literary work only."8 

The minutes further mention: "(a) The composition of Indian 

Revolutionary Committee is left intact as before until the 

meeting of an all India Congress (in Moscow) and until the 

conflict is resolved in the main by the Executive Committeea 

the Comintern; (b) None of the Ccmrades should speak about 

these disagreements; (c) The care of the Indian emigrants is 

temporarily given over to the Tashkent Bureau of the Comintern; 

(d) The members of the Revolutionary committee should leave 

for Moscow as soon as possible tc resolve these problems.•9 

The above documents are enough proof to show as to what 

extent the Comintern was involved in the affairs of the Communist 

So. lbidot PPo 231-32. 

9. Ibid •• P• 232o 
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Party of India at Tashkent. At the same time, perhaps inner 

conflict was the sole reason as a result of which the Indian 

Communist Party in Tashkent could not flourish for a long 

time and therefore, an urgent need was felt to form a Communist 

Party on the Indian soil. 

In the previous chapter we have already mentioned about 

Communist University of the Toilers of the East which was 

known in Russian as Kommunisti cheskii Universitet Trudiashchi

khsia Vostoka (KUTV). It played great ideologicaL role in 

training hundreds of revolutionaries cf the East including 

many dozens of Indians too. This University was established 

on April 21, 1921 following a decree of the All Russian Centra 1 

Executive Committee. The decree stipulated that the KUTV was 

to be located in Moscow and was to be under the jurisdiction 

of the People's Commissariat of Nationalities which was inst

ructed with the organization and direction of the project. 10 

Sheaking on the fourth anniversary of the Communist University, 

Stalin defined the purpose of the University in the following 

words: 

"There are two lines of activity at the University: one, the 

purpose of which is to train caders competent to attend to the 

needs of the Soviet Republics of the East, and the other, the 

purpose of which to train cadres compentent to attend to the 

revolutionary needs of the toiling masses of the colonies and 

10. Soviet Russia and 
{California, 1S57), 
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dependent countries. Hence the two kinds of tasks that 

confront the University of Toilers of the East. 

nrn the University of the Toilers of the East there are about 

ten different g~oups of students, who have come to us from 

colonial and dependent countries. We all know that th~se 

Comrades thirst for li9ht and knowledge. The task of the Uni

versity of Toilers of the East is to forge them into true 

revolutionaries, armed with the theory of LeniniST equipped 

with the practical experience of Leninism and capable of con

scientiously fulfilling the immediate tasks facing the liberation 

movement in the colonies and independent countries."11 

The KUTV proved to be another landmark in the field of 

political education for the Indian emigres in Moscow after 

Indian Military School's closure at Tashkent. Soviet scholar 

Persits has pointed out that the news of the creation of the 

Communist University of Toilers of the East reached quickly 

and made many of its nationalist revolutionaries eager to study 

· M 12 H f th 1 1n ~oscow. e ur er revea s: "One Indian Communist we could 

never identify, who had left the Soviet capital in August 1921, 

reached Bombay on December 15, wrote to Secretary of Indian 

Communist Party, to tell him about his nearly seven months 

travels throughout the land (until June 2, 1922). He said that 

he had passed through ten industrial centres of India and met 

many who wanted to go to Moscow to learn the art of revolution 

11. Ibid., P• 174. 
12. M.A. Persits, n. 1, P• 242. 
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Of that number, "some 5C v()ung students were ready to pay 

their way to Moscow, if there was a chance for them to enrol 

at the Communist University.•13 

The fir-st group of eight Indian who had completed their 

course of study at the Communist University sent mes&ages of 

gratitude to the Executive Committee of Communist International 

(ECCI) and the Russian Communist Party (Bolshevik) on November 

20. 1921. In their first letter to Comintern, they said: "We, 

the Indian section of the Communist University for Eastern 

peoples, on the completion of our course of study of social 

sciences, send our greetings to the Executive Committee of the 

Communist International and ••• we wish to expr-ess our- loyalty 

to the communist ideas which we have received through our con-

tact with the Communist International, the first revolutionary 

organs of the world proletariat to extend the hand of Comrade

ship to the oppressed peoples of the East.•14 

In their second message, the Indians expressed their 

gratitude to the RCP (B) ~for the welcome we have received in 

Russia and the opportunities for study and improvement that 

hav~ been given to us there.~·~•15 

Regarding Indians study in Communist University, Soviet 

sources have disclosed some interesting informations~ It is 

13. Ibid., P• 209. 

14. Ibid., P• 210. 

15o Ibid., 
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already mentioned earlier that the sharp differences among 

Indian revolutionaries in Tashkent had surfaced to the 

boiling point. M.N. Roy was the centre of all these conflicts 

among Indians. So Persits says that in the prevailing situa-

tion, the Comintern took what was a wise decision, indeed. 

The idea behind it was to help Indian revolutionaries learn 

Marxist-Leninist theory so as to switch them from futile pur

suit of an immediate socialist revolution to a strategy of 

long and fundamental preparations for it. That was at the same 

time, a real way to shaping the Communist Party of India, a 

true ·party of the Indian working class. Therefore, in April 

1921, the Small Bureau of the Co~intern resolved to stop with 

Indian immigrants in Turkestan and transfer all Indians to 

Moscow to be admitted to the just established Cowmunist Univer~ 

sity of the Joilers of the East.16 

Thus the Tashkent and later on the Moscow based Indian 

communist revolutionaries despite their differences, played 

historical role in formation of real Communist Party of India 

in 1925 in India. In this regardt the official documents 

mention four trends from which individuals and groups in their 

search for a new paths for the strug<;le for indepEndence turned 

to scientific socialism and communism under the impact of 

October Revolution. These four trends are the following: 17 

16. Ibid., pp. 206-207 (Quoted frcm original sources). 
17. of the 
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lo Indian national revolutionaries operating from ab~oad in 

the period of the First World War and thereafter from 

Germany, the USA, Turkey and Afghanistan who earlier func

tioned through the Berlin Committee and the "provisional 

government" of "independent India" or otherwise, and later 

came to be influenced by the October Revolution- persons 

like V. Chattopadhyaya, M. Barkatullah, M.P.B.T. Acharya, 

M.N. Roy and Abani Mukherji. 

2. National revolutionaries from Pan-Islamic Khilafat movement, 

who went abroad in the war period (1914-16) and those from 

the great hijarat movement of the post war period and who 

similarly came under the influence of the October Revolution 

such as Mohammed Ali Sepassi, Rahmat Ali Khan, Firozuddin 

Mansoor, Abdul Majid and Shaukat Usmani. 

3. National revolutionaries of the Ghadar Party organised among 

the sikh and Punjabi labour (U.S.A.) before and first world 

was who staged an unsuccessful armed action at the time 

when the Komagata Maru arrived in Indiag These persons 

directly drawn towards the ideas of Marxism-Leninism come 

from the second period of the movement when it was revived 

and reorganized by Rattan Singh and Santokh Singh and who 

took the initiative to establish contact with Communist 

International. 

4. The fourth and the most important trend was of the national 

revolutionaries in India itself - from the left wing of 

the National Congress, the terro~ist organizations and 

parties, the Khilafat movement , the Akali movement (specially 
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its Babar Akali leftwing linked with the Ghadar Party). 

Individuals and groups of this trend - when disillusioned 

with Gandhiji's ideology of non-violent resistance after 

the debacle of movement in 1921-22 or thosewho never 

accepted it - turned to scientific socialism and to build

ing the class organizations of workers and peasants under 

the impact of the October Revolution and later became the 

founders of the Communist groups in the country - Dange 

in Bombay, Singaravelu Chettiar in Madras, Muzaffar Ahmad 

in Calcutta and Inquilab group in Lahore. 

All these groups functioned separately without having 

any contact in each other in the beginning, however, it was 

Comintern again which came forward to unite them. As recalling 

those activities Muzaffar Ahmad writes: "At various times, both 

earlier and later, attempt to build the Communist Party began 

at four places in India. These attempts were not the outcome 

of any decision taken after discussions at a joint meeting of 

those who first ventured upon this task; they started indepen

dently of each other and at a different places: one even did 

not know the other. Calcutta, Bombay, Lahore and Madras are 

separately from one another by a distance of more than a 

thousand miles. Far apart from one another as we were, we 

ventured upon the task of building an all India Party. We 

were able to do so because communism is an international move

ment. For all of us, the epicentre was the Communist Inter-

, -national, its headquarters lay thousands of mile away in Moscow. 
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However, the Communist Intern~tional established independent 

connections with each of these four places. In some cases 

the Communist Internationa introduced us to one another (as, 

for instance, it did Dange to me)o~8 

In fact, Sripad Amrit Dange was the first to be con

tacted by the Comintern as his book "Gandhi vs. Leninw drew 

the attention of the leaders of October Revolution like Lenin. 

The first paragraph of the book begin with: "On 15th March !917 

the success of the first Russian Revolution was announced to 

the world by the abdication of the Czar, the "Autocrat of the 

Russia.• The English statesmen and all the world hailed it 

as one step towards the realization of democracy in the world. 

But when Kerensky's Government was over thrown by the Second 

Russian Revolution of November 7th and the Russian policy, 

directed by the Bolshevik in the Soviet Government, was changed 

by the peace with the central powers and when Russia withdrew 

from the war, then as if by majic, the British statesmen began 

to see the hideous monster of despotism and danger to the 

whole world, in the place, in which not long ago, they were 

disposed to find the very heaven of democracy. They began to 

cry down the Bolsheviks and Russia as "Treacherous tl, then 

refused to have any connection with her government and began 

to spread news of alleged devilish atrocities on the part of 

B 1 h · k i th ti nl9 o s ev1 s, n o er na ons ••• o 

18. 

19. 

Muzaffar Ahmad, n. 6, p. 78. 
. ' 

S.A. Dange, Selected Writings (Lok Vangmay Grish, Bombay, 
1974), P• 74. 
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In the book, Dange made an interesting comparison between 

Gnadhi and Lenin. Covering their common aims in destroying 

social evils of the day specially the misery of the poor and 

subverting despotism. 20 

In May 1922, S.A. Dange began to publish a weekly English 

journal called "Socialist•, which was India's first Marxist 

periodical. It gave detailed coverage of the works by Marx 

<and Lenin provided information on the October Revolution in 

Russia and discussed aspects of the national liberation move

ment in India. In September 1922 the "Socialist" announced 

the formation of the Indian Labour Socialist Party of the Indian 

National Congress. The name of this Marxist group which counted 

among its members S~A .. Dange, s.v. Ghate, K.N. Joglekar and 

R.S. Nimbkar, shows that the emergence of a Marxist wing of the 

national movement at that period was viewed by Dange and his 

associates as the creation of a left faction within the Congress~ 21 

As the activities of the four communist groups of 

Bombay, Calcutta, Madras and Lahore are well known in the pro

cess of forming the Communist Party. a Soviet scholar G. Kotovsky 

has mentioned about a Marxist group in Varanasi. He says: "In 

1922 Shaukat lJsmani after returning from Moscow set up a commu-

nist group in Banares,~22 The details about this group is not 

20s For the detailed study, see, Ibid., PP• 92-95. 
21. K. Antonova, G~ Bongard-Levin and G.Kotovsky, A History 

of India (Moscow, 1979), Vol. 2, P• 180. 

22. Ibid. 
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available. However, bet'lrteen l922 and 192·~ the col!'':t:t.;n5 .. st .. 

activities grew fast part,icularly i!"l {ht:.:> :i.Pd\}::;'t.:<,~ :. centres 

of the country. In the ru~\\r,t,.lrr:e ctJhtA cts .,, f:~~ ~ : s·~ablished 

with Comlnunist Internatior.a ~... 'Th~ gl'o\r,·ing strength of the 

communists inside India and iJ~()it frequent cont.acts with the 

leadership of Gornintern alarmed the British ruJ.ers. That is 

why, bet.tN<?en 1922 and 1924, four co__nspiracy cf;sc~s against 

Indian communists were held at Peshawar a lone.. 'But the Kanpur 

Bolshevik Conspiracy Case, 1924 became very important because 

almost entire top leadership of the di f f eren·L communist groups 

of the country was implecated in this case. 

Muzaffar Ahmad, an accused in Kanpur Conspiracy Case 

has pointed out& HAt fir~t, a list of 155 p~· :s was prepared, 

which included the names of even those at w' :c addresses our 

literatures, letters, etc~ were sent. Thi£ I think, was an 

absurd list. Finally, the Inteiligence Bur.;,~~...~ preparEd a list 

of 13 persons furnished with full details .·'. ,; ···1.rt. them and for

warded it to their counsels for considerat: ·r'1., n
23 These 13 

persons were: M.N. Roy, Muzaffar Ahmad, Sl-.:., •. ,!~<:Jt. Usmanl, Ghulam 

Hussain, S.A. Dange, M. S5.ngar·avelu Chett.i.B:r 11 Ram Charan Lal 

Sharma, Nalini Gupta, Shamsuddin Hassan, r:,,,·\·.:,r o Velayudhan, 

Manila l Doctor (Shah), Sampurnanand and S.:;;,ty2tbha kta o 

Out of the 13 accused S.A., Dange, !\':i.!Zaffar Ahmad, Nalin:i 

Gupta and Shaukat Usmani v-?ere arrested and the sesson judge 

23. Muzaffar Ahmad, n. 6, P• 239. 
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delivered the verdict on May 22, 1924 and sentenced them to 
{··· 

4 years of imprisonment. The two main charges against 

the accused in Kanpur case were: (1) Communist International 

was trying to set up a branch in India through the accused; 

(2) the accused were trying to set up a workers and peasants• 

partyo 24 In the meantime, Comintern sent Percy Gladding a mem

ber of British Communist Party to India in January 1925, but 

he could not contact the real comm~nis~ 25 

Amid these developments "The First Indian Communist 

Conference was held from 26 to 28 December 1925 at Kanpur. 

This conference was convened by Satyabhakta who was not a mem-

ber of any of the recognised communist groups functic.rd r·g in 

Indi.a at the ti.ml'· and the leaders of which were prosecut.ec en d 

t . ' ... ' Ka B 1 h . k C . ~ 26 Th ff' . 1 sen encec 1.n Lne npur o s ev1. onsp1.racy Gase.. . e o .1c1.a 

CPI documents have revealed thai:. the first session took place 

on 25 December 1925 in a special panda! built ne;n· the Congress 

panda! in Kanpur. According to Kirti (February 1926) 300 dele-

gates attended the Conference. However, the confidential report 

of Government of India gives the number as about:. 500$ In the 

first sessi.ont Satyabhakta 1 message was read out,. This was 

followed by the speech of the Chairman of the reception committee 

Hasrat Mohani and then by the presidential address of M .. 

Singaravelu. 27 

24.; 

25o 

26. 
27. 

Guidelines ••• n. 17, p. 13. 
Muzaffar Ahmad, n. 6, p. 459. 
G. A~hikaris n .. 6, Vol~ 2, p. 591. 
Ibid .. , P• 613. 
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The second session met in the evening of 26 December. 

This was devoted to resolutions while the third session was 

held on 27 December which was devoted to the adoption of the 

Constitution and to the elections of the Centr&l Executive 

Committee. On 28 December 1925 the Central Executive Committee 

met and elected the office bearers. the pr~sident, the vice 

president, the general secretaries pOd the members of the CEC 

incharge of various pronvices.28 Later on this meeting announced 

the formation of the Communist Party of lndia. It elected M. 

Singaravelu as president and s.v. Ghate as one of the secretaries. 

K.N. Joglekar, R.S. Nimbkar, Muzaffar Ahmad were among 

first Committee. 

After the formation of the Communist Party of India, 

the workers movement grew very fast throughout the country. 

In the meantime Comintern International began to play much 

attention on communist affairs a long with na tiona 1 liberation 

movement in India. According to Soviet sources the problems 

of the national liberation movement in India were discussed :in 

March 1926 once again at the Sixth Plenum of the Enlarged 

Executive Committee of the Communist In-ternational. It. under-

lined in its resolution: "No one says .that the communists are 

able to lead the Indian proletariat in a historic struggle fur 

national independence and socia 1 libert.y. It still had not 

had objective information on the Kanpur Conference (Roy was 

28. Ibido 
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largely to blame for that}, and so the resolution noted that 

many attempts that had been made to unite the scattered 

communist groups had been so for unsuccessful. As the most 

' important task of Indian Comunists the Plenum nominated the 

setting up of a strong communist party on the basis of the 

existing communist groups. It underlined the importance of 

work by Indian Communists within the unions so as to turn 

the All India Trade Union Congress into a militant proletarian 

organization.•29 The Plenum further noted that the peasantry, 

whom the proletariat was to lead, would be a decisive factor 

for the destiny of the Indian revolution- Therefore, Indian 

Communists were recommended to adopt a detailed programme of 

work among the peasant masses so as to unite the varicus 

peasant organizations in:to a single general national crgani-

t . d th i f 1 f c . t 30 za ion un er e n uence o ommun1s s. 

So far asJ the Indian Communists' relation with Indian 

National Congress is concerned, the communists had to enter 

that organisation as a most active force so ;;s later to occupy 

a vanguard position in the popular struggle for national 

emancipation. In this regard, the Comintern reccommended Indian 

Coi!lrnunists to do the following:: 31 to ·work within the Indian 

National Congress; to form an a lliar:r·c. wi t.h its left-vYing 

29. A. Reznikov, The Comifrte;rn and ..::.._ :o:: East: Strategy and 
Tactics in the National Liberat's~ Movement {Moscow, 
1984), P• 145. 

30. Ibid., P• 146. 
3lo Ibido 
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groups for the purpose of putting pressure on the right; 

to strengthen the left-wing of the Congress, so that it 

might go over to national revolutionary position. At the 

sametime, Comintern believed that the communists should 

fortify and extend their own influence and mass base.within 

the Indian National Congress; that way (acting wherever the 

masses are to be found) they would be able to establish a 

broad revolutionary organization on the basis of the Congress's 

left-wing; to influence its policy, but by no means tr~ to 

"seize• control of it or turn it into a Communist Party.32 

After the Sixth Plenum of the Executive Committee of 

the Comintern, George Allison another leader of British Commu

nist Party came to India. He reached Bombay on April 30, 1926. 

Muzaffar Ahmad writes: "I never heard him say what instructions 

he had received from the Red International of Labour Unions 

at the time of coming to India but from his pr-ogramme of acti

vities are got the impression that he would do trade-union 

work openly, while maintaining contact with the party secretary. 

de was in Bombay from May to October 1926 and did not have to 

face any dangerous situation there.n33 

In fact, George Allison had come to India under an 

assumed name, Donald Campbello He was sent out tc help bring 

5.n:.to existence a militant trade union movement in India. In 

32. Ibid. 
33. Muzaffar Ahmad, n. 6 , p. 460 .• 
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a letter dated November 1926 and addressed to Indian Comrades, . 

the foreign bureau of the CPI says, "I hope you are already 

informed about Campbell •••• His main task is to help the deve

lopment of the left wing inside the Trade Union Congress. He 

has been advised to keep out of party politics except in an 

advisory capacity where necessary. Some other Comrade especially 

charged with this task will meet you soon if he has not done 

so already.•34 Thus George Allison became deeply involved in 

trade union activities specially in Bombay and Calcutta. How

ever, his identity was disclosed in early 1927 and was arrested 

in Calcutta and sentenced to regorous imprisonment for 18 months. 35 

Later on Philip Spratt from the British Communist Party, a gra

duate from Cambridge University came to India in December 1S26. 

He was sent by Clemens Palme Dutta, the brother of Rajni Palme 

Dutta. He was followed by another top British Communist Benjamin 

Francis Bradley (Ben Bradley) who arz·ived in India in September 

1927. They also got deeply involved in communist movement in 

India as a result, Spratt and Bradley, both were later arrested 

in famous Meerut Conspiracy Case in 1929.36 

During the activities of British Communists advised by 

Comintern in India, some important events took place in 1926-27. 

34. Meerut Conspiracy Record, D 371, Quoted in G. Adhikari, 
n. 6, Vol. III A, P• 48. 

35. For the details of Allison arrest and trial~ see, Muzaffar 
Ahmad, n. 6, pp. 462-64. 

36. For the detailed activities of Spratt and Bradley, see, 
Ibid., PPo 465-70. 
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For the first time Communist Party of India brought out a 

"Manifesto to the All India National Congress•37 in December 

1926. It was a historical document in the sense that for tre 

first time theoretically the communists expressed their readi

ness to cooperate with Indian National Congress on the basis 

of anti-imperialist and democratic demands. This Manifesto 

was addressed to the Congress Session at Gauhati held in 1926. 

Muzaffar Ahmad says about the above Manifesto: "It was 
< 

printed in London by the emigrant section of the Communist 

Party of ~ndia. We got printed copies of the manifesto in 

packets by post in Calcutta. Comrade Abdul Halim arranged to 

distribute them in Gauhati.•38 Earlier on the advice of Comintern 

several units of workers and peasants parties were set up by 

the Communists particularly in Bengal, Bombay, U.P. and Punjab. 

These parties were set up as left-wing nationalist organi

zations of workers and peasants with in Indian National Congress. 

But the Comintern feared that the energy spent on building 

such parties might hamper the prospect of united conununist 

party in India. 

Therefore, in December 1927, the Comintern prepared a 

letter to the Central Committee of the workers' and peasants' 

party of Benga 1 and pointed out that the formation of workers 0 

37. For the detailed study of the Manifesto, seee G.Adhikari, 
n. 6, Vol. III A, PPe 231-35. 

38. Muzaffar Ahmad, n. 6 , pp. 467. 
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and peasants' party by no means signified the elimination of 

the Communist Party. So, it emphasised the need to preserve 

and safeguard the ideological political and organisational 

independence of the Communist Party of India. 3~ 

In the meantime, the historic Sixth Congress of the 

Comintern was held in Moscow from July 17 to September 1, 

1928. The Con£ress adopted a new programme of the Communist 

International which evaluated the strength of imperialism and 

the strength of revolution, gave a profound analysis of the 

general crisis of capitalism and drew the conclusion that the 

downfall of capitalism and the victory of the world socialist 

revolution were inevitable. 40 It was the Congress in which 

the question of "socialism in one country" became a hot point 

of theoretical controversy in the international communist move-

ment. Trotsky called this concept as revisionist and pleaded 

that the "victory of proletarian revolution in a single given 

country is impossible without the support of a world r~volu

tion. "41 

The controversy about the role of national bourgeoisie 

arose again in this Congress. It brought India once again at 

the centre of controversy like Second Congress of Comintern. 

;-\egarding the formulation about tempor~::::·y agreements with the 

national bourgeoisie, the Indian dele<Jato<~s attending the 

39. A. Reznikov, n. 29, PP• 149.50. 

40. A.I. Sobolev and others, Outline History of the Communist 
International (Mcscow, 1971), p. 277. 

41. Ibid. 

• 
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Congress raised their voice against it. One of the Indian 

delegates Narayan said: "I consider this formulation to be 

fundamently wrong. After our experience in India in 1922, 

when the bourgeoisie betrayed the great mass movement, which· 

shook India from one end to the other, it is hight time now 

to formulate it more clearly to show that the sourgeoisie can 

never fight imperialism genuinely •• _. 

"Even political alliance with the bourgeoisie means 

the abandenment of the slogan of agrarian revolution, which 

means the virtual abolition of revolutionary struggle in the 

colonial countries, especially in such a predominantly agri

cultural country like India.n42 

During and after the Sixth Congress of the Comintern 

the controversy regarding ideological position of the Communist 

towards national bourgeoisie engulfed the Asian Communist 

Parties. Indian Communist became worst victim of sectarianism. 

The above speech by Indian delegate is an outstanding example 

of sectarianism. Comintern tried time again to advise Indian 

Communist to save them from deviations but ultimately failed. 

It was the period of the second non-cooperation movement launched 

by Indian national Congress in 1927-28. The foot print of ideo-

logical position of communists could be clearly seen in this 

movement. In the meantime M.N. Roy's political differences 

42. H.C. Encausse and S.R. Schram, Marxism in Asia, (London 5 
1969), P• 235. 
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with Comintern leadership regarding his ideological position 

in India became very acute and ultimately he was expelled 

from the Comintern in 1929. 

Thus, we see that the period under study in this 

chapter, 1925 to 28 passed through great upheavals in India 

and the Comintern got itself involved time and again in 

advising the Indian Communists to stand ideologically correct, 

however, the sectarianism which prevailed in the entire Inter

national Communist movement during that period, did not allow 

Indian Communists to correct themselves. 
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QiAPTER- V 

CCNCLUSI~ 

In the preceding chapters we have discussed the 

ideological and historical background of the Soviet policy 

towards anti-colonial movement which constituted the basis 

of the subsequent foundation of Communist International. 

Drawing from the ideological and revolutionary experience of 

the European w6rking class movement from the days of Marx and 

Engels the establishment of the Communist International at 

the initiative of Lenin was by far the most significant 

attempt to promote revolution on a world scale~ It was also 

an attempt to resurrect revolutionary Marxism from a degene

rate reformist stage where it had been reduced by the Second 

International. But was it that the formation of Communist 

International was prompted mainly for ideological considerations? 

The available evidence would defy such an assertion. The 

historical facts eloquently suggest that the compelling reasons 

behind the formation of comintern was as mcuh strategic and 

tactical as ideological. To put it differently, in Lenin•s 

conceptton there was hardly any contradiction between ideology 

and strategy- in fact, one logically flowed from the other. 

Thus the Comintern was both the ideologlcal and strategic 

quintessence of the aspirations and efforts of Russian revo

lutionaries led by Lenin. 

The international communist organization, the Comintern, 

was founded in Moscow on 4 March 1919, through the initiative 
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of Lenin. As to Lenin's role in its creation zinoviev seems 

to have expressed the truth most succintly: •In as much as 

in a thing like the Communist International one may speak 

about the role of an individual, one may consider it Lenin's 

creation.•1 

The creation of Comintern was the result of a long 

drawn out precess which had been initiated by Lenin much 

before the October Revolution. It was he who primarily con

ceived the idea, armed it with a driving spirit, launched it 

as a slogan and translated it ~nto concrete revolutionary 

action. The year 1914, the year which saw the beginning of 

the world war I was ominous for Lenin's ideological and 

strategic departure from the European Social Democracye It 

was in this year Lenin had publicly suggested that the party 

led by him abandon the name "Social Democratic• in favour of 

communist as well as given the slogan "Long live the Third 

International."2 Although both of these objectives of Lenin 

could be fulfilled only after the revolution in Russia, the 

creation of the Third International signifying a rupture and 

revolutionary tilt in the European working class movement may 

be said to have begun in 1914 only. In other words, although 

the Comintern's creation could be possible only in 1919 its 

idea and the- conviction of its necessity continued to motiva·te 

1. Branko Lazitch and Milorad M. Drachkovitch, ~nin a~d 
Comintern (Stanford: Hoover Institution Press. 1972 , 
(Quoted). 
Ibid. 

the 
P• 50 
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Lenin from 1914 onwards. 

Lenin's revolutionary action at this time was guided 

by "an extremely simple and clear perspective, based upon 

an unshakableconviction• that the split within the Russian 

Social Democratic movement in the early years of this century 

between the revolutionaries (Bolsheviks) and the reformers 

(Mensheviks) was required to be within the international 

workers' movement with the sole aim of reasserting the supre

macy of revolutionary Marxism. He had also the firm convic

tion that the Russian events of 1917 constituting the tall 

of Tzarist regime, the democratic revolution, the collapse 

of the ensuing liberal regime and the ultimate victory of 

communism would all be reenacted in the immediate future 

throughout Europe as well. Hence th~ revolutionary events a 
Europe during the war period provided the Russian revolution

aries a historical opportunity as well as a set of formidable 

challenges, the most prominent among them were to defeat 

opportunist and reformist Socialism, to found a new revolu

tionary international and to bring about the triumph of the 

revolution. According to Lenin these were the three imperative 

goals which always, particularly between 1918 and 1920, thought 

as on the verge of achievement.3 

Lenin's all important decisions throughout his career 

was motivated by either his historical perspective or tactical 

3. For the detail, see, Ibid., pp. 50-51. 
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considerations. He used both these factors inter changeably 

depending upon their 'suitability in given circumstances. 

0 ence, although in the sense of logic, and historical pers

pective the foundation of Communist International should have 

been preceded by the creation of communist parties in Europe 

as had been suggested by Roza Luxemburg and Leo Jogiches, 

Lenin showed his preference for tactical considerations mainly. 

Accordingly, he took recourse to actual possibilities open w 
him, i.e., if he "was unable singlehandedly tp bring about 

immediate formation of Communist parties in the leading countries 

of Europ·e, he certainly was able, in Moscow, to impose the 

founding of the Communist International. Thus, though lacking 

communist parties in Europe, one would at least have a Communist 

International ready when the Revolution unfurled its banners."4 

It would be relevanthere to take into account the inter-

national situation in the immediate aftermath of October 

Revolution which created compelling reason for Lenin's new 

Soviet power to take urgent steps for the creation of Comintern. 

Needless to emphasize that the complexity of the then Inter

national situation stimulated not only the ideological pers

pectives of the Russian revolutionaries but prompted them 

also to further elaborate their strategy in the face of mount

ing challengeso 

One of the first decrees passed by the new Soviet Govern

ment after the revolution asked for a "just and democratic 

4. Ibid. 
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peace." This was explained as "an immediate peace without 

annexations (i.e. without seizer of foreign territory, 

without the forcible incorporation of foreign nationalities) 

and without indemnities. n5 Apart from makir.g an appeal to 

the West the Soviet Government called on the least as well, 

declaring the sevut treaties of the Tzar as abrogated. More 

particularly, the treaties of the ~zarist government on the 

division of Persia and Turkey were ended as also were the 

unequal ties with Afghanistan, Mangolia and China. 6 

It was a period of hectic diplomatic moves by the 

Soviet Government. A proposal was made for an immediate 

armistice to the armies of the Central Powers followed by 

a series of appeals for peace and peace negotiations. 7 In 

the international conference attended by Soviet representa

tives, proposals for peace negotiaticns included a clause and 

demanded that colonies be treated at par with other countries, 

no forcible annexations be allowed and peace as well as 

national and political independf--nce be given.8 

While preparations were being made for the Versailles 

Treaty four out of five main Allied and Associated powers had 

umments on Forei 
niversity Press, 

6. 

7. Degras, n. 5, PP• 
8. Ibid., PP• 21-22~ 
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intervened militarily in Russia in order to over throw the 

Bolsheviks and keep it at war with Germany. Though the 

principles of "Peace and Security for all• were stressed in 

President Wilson's "14 point c-harter", which formed the 

basis of the League of Nations in April 1919, curiously 

Soviet Russia was -not covered by this scheme. In a note to 

President Wilson on his speech Chicherin, Soviet Foreign 

Minister complained that the West advocated for the indepen

dence only of Poland, Serbia and Belgium and freedom for the 

peoples of Austria-Hungary. He wrote further: 

~ost probably you mean by this that the masses of the peoples 

must everywhere first take their destiny into their own handS 5 

in order to unite afterwards in a free League of Nations. But 

strangely enough we donot find among your demands the libera

tion of Ireland, Egypt or India, nor even the liberation cf 

the Philippines and we would find it a matter of deep regret 

if these people were to be denied the opportunity of taking 

part, together with us, through their freely elected represen

tativesin constructing the League of Naticns~9 

Chicherin warned that "the Leagueof Nations may not turn out 

to be a League of capitalists against nations. •10 

Behind this background, it was Communist International 

which became the real advocate of freedom and liberty for the 

9. Barabusse, n. 6,qmp. 52. 

lO. Ibid., P• 55 • 

• 
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oppressed nations, specially in the East. Since India was the 

biggest British colony of the world, it attracted cominterncs 

attention more than any other problem that came before 

Soviet Russia. Historically India was very important for the 

Soviet strategy in the East. Looking at the past, it beoames 

quite obvious that the British and the Tzarist Russia could 

not see each-other eye to eye in their colonial strategy in 

the East over India. Tsarist Russia had, ofcourse, her own 

plan of colonial expansion in the East. In this process, the 

British framed their policies to contain russia within her 

borders, so as to continue·their domination over India. This 

is why, these colonial ambition of Britain and Tsarist Bussia 

turned in to fierce rivalry in Iran and Afghanistan due to 

their neighbourhood with India. 

However, this rivalry continued ever after October 

Revolution but with a difference. Of course~ the Soviet Russia 

had no colonial ambition, but their revolutionary purs'-lit 

created more problems and alarm for the Brit,ish empire. In 

this regard, the well-defined anti-colonial policy by the 

Second Congress of the Gomintern earned a lot of friends in 

India as well as in the entire East for Soviet Russia. At 

the same time, it also· tt~ned to be a prcblem for Soviet 

Russia in the west as all the colonial pG~ers got together 

to nip the first socialist state in the bud, however, it was 

anti-colonialism alone which provided Soviet Russia the greatest 

ever· strength to fight the west.· !htt_s- the\ Co11intern became 
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most powerful instrument of Soviet strategy in implementing 

their policies in the East. The Comintern proved to be more 

successful in India as due to its efforts the communist move

ment emerged and then flourished during early twenties. It 

also influenced the national liberation movement in India 

particularly during the period of this study, i.e., 1919-1928. 

We have already seen in the -preceding chapters how 

the Comintern and the Soviet leaders became involved in Indian 

affairs. However, not all the times, it played its role 

with authorit~ as the differences of Indian leaders like M.N. 

Roy and others with the Comintern and Lenin proved to be of 

farreaching impact not only in India but also on the entire 

international communist and anti-colonial movements. The 

concluding period of this study, i.e. 1928 is a landmark in 

the history of Comintern and Soviet strategy in the East 

because it was the year of penultimate Congress of the Comintern. 

The last and Seventh Congress could be held in 1935 after a 

long gap, as Soviet Russia became deeply involved in her own 

affairs of building socialism as well as making preparation 

to face a World War in coming futureo Better still the facts 

will always remain and tell about the historical role, the 

Comintern played during the anti-colonial and Communist move

ment in India. 
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